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Excitement and skepticism
surround new library facility
By Sheldon Hull
St11jf ff.nter

University, Liberal
Arts College to hold
Honors Convocations
s ity-wide academic hono r
societies, including Alpha
Clanton
Epsilon Delta, Alpha
News Editor
Lambda Delta, Omicron
UAH will recognize Delta Kappa, and Phi
some of its most outstand- Kappa Phi.
ing students, staff, and facThe Faculty Foundaulty at the University tion Teaching and ReHonors Convocation on sea rch Award will be
Tuesday April 17. Starting awarded to outstanding
at 10 a.m., the convocation faculty members during
will be held in the Pei Ling the convocation.
Chan Auditorium within
All UAI--{ students are
the Administrative Sci- encouraged to attend.
ence Building.
Also on April 17, the
Honored at the annual College of Liberal Arts
event will be the recipients will be holding its annual
of the Highest Academic Liberal Arts Honors ConAchievement Awards, vocation at 3 p.m. in Robotherwise known as Col- erts Recital Hall.
lege Honors, from each of
At the College of Libthe univcr ·ity's five col- eral Arts Honor.; Convoleges.
Departmental cation, the College will
award recipients wi!J also recognize the Highest
be honored at the univer- Academic Achievement
sity-wide convocation.
Award recipients. Each
Two disti nguished department within the
military-affiliated gradu- College will be givi ng
ates will be recognized at awards for the Student of
the convocation along the Year for the respective
with outstanding partici- department.
pants of the Co-Op proSee Convocations,
gram, the Honors Propage12
gram, and the four univer-

ByJ. Caleb

Several students occupied the computers at
Morton Hall as they
checked e-mail, wrote
papers, and completed
other projecb for classes.
These students voiced
many concerns over the
threat of their fa\'orite
computer lab closing at
the end of summer. The
supposed closing may
occur as the new facility
at the M. Louis Salmon
Library is completed.
Five new computer labs
are scheduled to open
August 22, thereby makin.~ thl' antiquated lab at
The new wing of the Salmon Libruy ia expected to hoUM a number of computer
Morton obsolete.
labs. Some worry tllt the labs will force Morton Hall labs out of operation.
According to lab assis(Photo by Dauphne Rogers)
tan t Dionne Crutcher,
"Students complain that Rosenbloom agreed with The whole college will be tions major, spends most
the computers are too Ms. Crutcher and added using the new labs so we of her class time at
slow but this is all we the Liberal Arts studentc; will have to fight for space Morton Hall. Like the
have. It is convenient for are being neglected. over there. Morton is the other students, she feels
Liberal Arts students be- "People here rn..>ed a lab. Liberal Arts building. slighted by the possible
ca use we take our classes As a liberal Arb major we Wh) shouldn't we have a move. "I think it's terhere. It is like our second need to write and print lab here?"
SeeLibr~
home."
papers. Going off to the liDenise Mason, a Psypage3
Sophomore, Corey brary is just not worth it. chology /Communica-

United States - Chinese standoff continues
By Carter Garza
News Writer
Negotiations are ongoing for the relea~ of the
twenty-four Americans
being detained after their
fom.-d emergency landing
on the Chinese island of
Hainan on Sunday April
1. The two dozen military
pe~nnel are crew members of a United States spy
plane, damaged in a collision with a Chinese fighter
jet. Secretary of State
Colin Powell held a prc...,s
conference last Friday,

April 7 reporting the status of the crew as being in
good health and good
:;pirits. No agreement had
yet been reached for their
release.
Powell told reporters at
the State Department,
"There has been movement. ... We arc encour•
aged at this point," and
that the two sides were
"exchanging rather precise ideas as to how to
bring this to a conclusion."
Powell spoke following a meeting between
U.S. officials and the im-
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prisoned service personnel. It was the second
such mt-eting since the accident. Initially, the Chinese government was
hesitant to let American
diplomats speak with the
prisoners. U.S. military
attachc to China, Army
Brigadier General ea!
Sealock, briefed the president after his meeting
with the crew. Of the
briefing Secretary Powell
said, "The president was
advised by General
Sealock that all the crew
members arc in fine shape.

Blazers
sweep aside

They're in good health,
they're in high spirits ...
morale is great."
" I think you'd feel
proud, they looked good,"
Powell quoted Sealock as
telling Bush.
Powell said the crew
was being "cared for
well," living in Chinese
officers' quarterc; - two to
a room, except for the
three women, who are
sharing a single room, and
the aircraft commander,

See Standoff,
page4

Defense attache Brig. Gen. Neal Seal~ of the U.S.
Embassy in Beijing, speaks to journalists about the
standoff between the U.S. and China (Photo from
news.yahoo.com)
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Kimily Kelly crowned Miss Black.and Gold
By Patrick Bobo
News Knter
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity hosted its tenth
annual Miss Black and
Gold Pageant this past
Sunday, April 8.
The Alpha's hard work
and determination paid
off with another successful year of doing the pageant.
This year's categories
were introductions, casual
wear, talent, swimsuit,
and evening wear.
The only requirements
for entering the pageant
was the lady must be a
full-time student at a fouryear university. Hailing
from Oakwood College

and UAH, the contestants
majors ranged from Engineering to Nursing.
The Mistress of Ceremonies was Miss Jody
Stennis, who kept everything running smoothly.
Providing entertainment
while the contestants were
changing were Miss Black
and Gold 2000 Kamelyn
O'Neal and UAH Homecoming Queen Cassandra
Marshall.
Miss O'Neal performed Celine Dion's "Because You Love Me" while
Miss Marshall recited the
poem "Essence of a
Woman." There was also
no shortage of talent from
the contestants.
Miss Tiffani Lonnon

did a dramatic presentation of"Ain't I a Woman."
Miss Kimily Kelly did an
interpretive dance to "Perfect Praise," and Alecia
Hardy also did an interpretive dance to "Beyond
the Veil" by Darryl
Copeland.
After the judges panel,
which consisted of Alpha
Phi Alpha Alumni and a
local radio personality,
made their decision, the
winners were received.
The second runner up was
awarded to Miss Tiffani
Lonnon. First runner up
and the title of Miss Rho
Chi was awarded to Miss
Alecia Hardy. Miss Black
and Gold 2001 was
awarded to Miss Kimily

Kelly of UAH. Miss
Kelly's interpretive dance
and her explanation of
how she embodies the
ideal of leadership at
UAH and in her community contributed to her victory.
Alpha Phi Alpha President Keith Smith said of
the Pageant, "A tremendous amount of work
went into this year's
pageant. ..each Alpha contributed to getting sponsors and setting up for the
event, making it a success." Miss Kelly received
a $200 scholarship and the
opportunity to compete in
the district, regional, and
national Miss Black and
Gold Pageants.

•

Kimily Kelly w as crowned Miss Black and Gold in a
recent ceremony held by Alpha Phi Alpha FratemitJ.
(Photo by Patrick Bobo)

New desks anive at Morton, Madison Halls
By Sheldon Hull
StlljfKnter
Seven desks were
grouped together in the
third floor hall of Morton
Hall. They were place outside of room 326 and they

looked newer than the old
desks that are normally
associated with Morton
Hall. Inside of the classroom, two students sat
behind two of the desks
that looked like the ones
in the hall. In fact, the en-

desks, students complained that the desks
were too small. Many
times students would
scramble around the classrooms, looking for one of
the few large desks available. With the new desks
in use, that will no longer
be an issue.
Freshman, Allison
Clark says that she does
not have to worry about
finding a left-handed desk
either. "I love them. They
accommodate both lefties
and righties. It's good for
everybody. I am a music
major and I'm just here for
English. I just wish lhey'd
put new desks in the Music Department."
Samuel Morris, a Poltttcal Science major, takes a
Math with Applications
course at Madison Hall.
He states that while many
of the classrooms at Madison Hall have gotten new
Photos by Dauphne Rogers desks, his classroom did
not. "We got the leftover
desks. Before, we had the
little bitty desks. Now we
have the good ones that
were older."
Many of the classrooms
Senior
Graduate
in both buildings did not
Education
Student
get the new desks but improvements were made
Chemistry
everywhere. Physics ma"Yeah, I guess so. Some- "Poor Norm. He needs a jor, Chris Chaney obone has to be Paul's des- drink, too. Why don't I served that while not all of
ignated driver."
the classes got the new
drive?"

tire classroom was filled
with these new blue
desks.
"Well, they are nice;
better than what we had,"
replied senior, Hope
Walls. "It doesn' t take
three desks to hold my

books anymore and it's
nice to have writing space.
It would have been nice to
have had them four years
ago. I am a sociology major, and I spend aJI of my
time here." .
Before the arrival of the

Across the Campus
Are you going to the Hoffer Than
Hell concert this Friday?

Paul
Lindgren

Terra
Tusler

Senior
Finance

Senior
Grap/tic Design

"Hell, yeah. KISS rocks!"

"No. I can't stand KISS,
and I think Paul needs a
drink."

Norm
Peters

Charles
Williams

Women's Communio/ Health Center
Abortion Service
Free Regular Pregnancy Testing
Huntsville's Only Clinic
Licenced by the State of
Alabama to perform Abortions

533.9228
131 Longwood Dr. SW

Toll Free
1-800-666-9228

desks, the best situations
were created for the comfort of the students. He sat
alone at a long table/desk
that was made for two students. "I like these rectangular desks. I am a big guy
and I need the space. The
new ones are definitely an
improvement though."
Brian Crutcher and
Ryan Corder sat in room
328 while waiting for their
Calculus A class to begin.
The classroom was upgraded with larger desks
which, sUtted them fine.
'' We should have had
these from the beginning.
This is a math class and
we need to have our books
on the desk as well as
notebooks for taking
notes. Before we got these,
all we could do was take
notes."
One problem that h~
arisen at Morton Hall is
that there is not enough
space in the rooms to accommoda te the larger
desks. "We need to get together in groups sometimes and it 's ha rd to
make a circle," st ates
Walls. "The class is t~
small for the desks and 111
some of these Liberal Arts
. Jes
courses we get intoc1rc
'
for class. Still, I wou Id~d'I
want to go back to the 0
ones for anything."

Candidates for Tlte
Exponents Editor-inChief are now being
reviewed. For more .
information, see the ad on
page 5.
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UAH scientist to study planetary ''connections"
By Jennifer Hill
Nt!Ws Writer
UAH associate professor, Dr. Manfred Cuntz, is
part of a research team
that will search for ultraviolet "signatures" with
Dr. Steven Saar from the
Harvard-Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics
and former UAH scientist,
Dr. Zdzislaw Musielak,
from the physics depart-

ment al the University of
Texas al Arlington.
Almost 50 light years
from Earth, near the Little
Dipper, is a giant planet
orbiting around its star,
Tau Bootes, that has a
mass five times that of Jupiter. This planet is currently orbiting so quickly
around its star that it can
complete a full orbit in
approximately 3 days.
According to Cuntz, its

close location to the star
and other extrasolar planels has, "produced an interaction with other stars
and the layers of superheated plasma" surrounding them. Cuntz and his
partners have theorized,
"the magnetic fields of the
giant extra-solar planets
and their stars 'connect' as
the planet circles in its orbit."
Cuntz, Musielak and

Saar are looking lo study
two theoretical types of
interactions: tidal and
gravitational interactions.
The more powerful, which
is gravitational interaction, is theorized to sweep
through the star's atmosphere and add extra energy to the super-heated
ions there. As a result,
these super-energized
ions then produce more
ultraviolet radiation.

Cuntz and his fellow scienlists plan to measure the
amount of gravitational
interaction by tracking the
amounts of extra ultraviolet light produced in the
star's atmosphere and
thereby prove their theory
of extrasolar planetary
magnetic connections.
By gathering this data,
Cuntz hopes to, "use the
UV d ata to derive some
information about the na-

ture of the giant planets."
Cuntz stated," At present
this type of research is the
only way to find out about
the magnetic
field
strengths of planets in far
away systems and it may
also help us to more thoroughly understand the
magnetic structures of
[nearby] Jupiter and Satum."

UAH Choir to embark on European tour
By Jennifer Hill
lld Goldina
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News Writer
UAH's multi-major
choir is about to embark
on its second 14-day European jaunt that will encompass tours of various
museums, crypts, and
castles and a chance to
perform in several historic
cathedrals throughout
Switzerland, Italy, Germany, and France. The
first European tour in 1997

met with such an avid response from the European
public that the choir was
encouraged to tour again.
The Choir will be performing formal concerts at
St. Michael's Church in
Aachen, Germany, Eglise
St. Pierre le Jeune in
Strasbourg, Switzerland,
and Chartres Cathedral in
Chartres, France in addition to providing the music for Sunday morning
mass at St. Mark's in

Venice, Italy.
Funds of nearly $30,000
for the tour were obtained
through gifts, donations,
car washes, yard sales,
phone-a-thons, and concert proceedings. Director
of the choir, Dr. Bonnie
Borshay Sneed, also applied for multiple grants
in order to finance the
tour. The money raised
will be used to reduce the
$2,500-$2,800 cost per person for those who worked

Meanwhile at the library, excitement fills the
air as the anticipated
opening of the new compl ex nears. Dr. Wilson
Luquire, Dean and professor at the Salmon library
spoke excitedly about the
new additions lo the facility. "There will be five labs
with six groups of computers added to this building. An information arcade will be available on
the first floor with fifty or
more public terminals.
Research papers, Internet
access, and over 20,000
full text online journals
will be accessible. The
largest amount of journals
we've ever had prior to
this was 3,500 with only
one copy available in the
s tacks. These journals will
be available from every
PC on campus."
Dr. Luquire noted that
the second level would
feature a lab for the Liberal
Arts department with
thirty workstations and
music keyboards. There
will also be a Nursing lab,
a library/distance learning computer lab, and a
school of Science ma th tutorial lab. There is also an
additional lab that has not
been assigned yet. He
added that these labs are
"supplemental labs. not
replacement labs. The entire project will allow the
entire campus connectivity to the new building.
The library ha been a primary supplier of Liberal

work really hard, but you
work hard because you
don' t want to disappoint
her," said Baskewitz.
The tour program will
include spiritua ls and
folksongs from southern
composers, religious music of Mozart and
Palestrina, and music
from other countries that
will be sung in the native
languages by UAH's 28
member European Tour
Choir.

The choir wilJ present
its European program first
at the Episcopal Church of
the Nativity in downtown
Huntsville on Sunday,
April 22 at 3 p .m . For
more information regarding the tour or the UAH
Choir, contact Dr. Bonnie
Sneed at sneedb@uah.edu
or 824-2581.

Check us out online at

Library, continued from page 1
rible knowing that this
building is where we are
educated. This lab is an
essential part of our education." Suddenly, a
roundtable meeting was
formed in the small computer lab. Rosenbloom
quipped, "They're building a new sports complex
but all of these majors are
housed in this building.
Everyone has to come here
at some point to take English, Commurucations, or
some other required
course. This is where the
lab ought to be."
The concerns over the
closing may be premature
though.
Dr.
Sue
Kirkpatrick, Dean of the
College of Liberal Arts,
states that the lab closing
is only a possibility at this
point. "We need classroom space so that is one
option. This does not
mean that no computers
would be in the building.
The s tudents should not
feel slighted by lhis possible move. Thal is not at
all the case. Having a lab
in the library is convenient
because students do use
the library. Also, the library w ill afford the students more time to use the
computers because there
are no weekend hours
here. Our lab is only open
until seven o'clock while
the library's hours are
longer. Still, this is a possibility and only a po~sibility. Nothing has been
established yet."

in the fundraiser.
The tour offers the opportunities to not only
perform, but to also explore the music-laden history of several European
countries. Choir member,
Kirsten Baskewitz, a transfer student from Rochester, New York, seemed ecstatic about the upcoming
trip and praised Sneed for
her direction.
" I love the choir;
Bonnie Sneed makes you

Arts labs for three years.
These labs are intended
for instruction and there
will be software installed
to support that. The new
building will house between 200 and 250 new
computers all for students,
faculty, and staff. It will
enhance the overall learning experience at UAH."
The current entrance to
the library will be closed
beginning May 1 to allow
for renovations to the first
floor. The temporary entrance will be the old main
entrance in the north wing
on the West Side of the library. This will serve as
the en trance until the
opening of the new facility on August 22. The new
entrance will face Holmes
with an expanded parking
lot and a circular driveway. It will diagonally face
the new fitness center that
is currently being constructed.

Writers
Wanted!!
The Exponent is
now accepting
applications for
News, Sports,
EnterWnment, and
Opinion writenl
Come by our office
in the UC, room
104 for more
information.

exponent.uah.edu

Comic books
current and back issues
everything from Archie to X-Men to Gloom Cookie
subscriber discounts
hundreds of trade paperback collections

Gaming
Magic: The Gathering Mage Knight
Pokemon Cordcaptors
gaming area with plenty of room for tournaments

DVD & VHS rentals
Japanese animation
Comic-related movies & shows

In Richland Plaza - c,')rner of
University Dr. and Slaughter Rd.

430-0505

www.havencomics.com
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Alphas Celebrate tenth anniversary this w eek
By Patrick Bobo
News Hnter
The "Do or Die" Rho

Chi chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity is having
its Tenth Anniversary Celebration this week on the
UAH campus. Their
motto "Manly deeds,
scholarship, and love for
all mankind" is embodied

SCA, Alpha Phi Alpha is
allowed to recruit members at both campuses.
The Alpha Phi Alphas
are inviting students to
join them in celebrating
their tenth anniversary.
Chartered on August 7,
1990 and
officially
founded on January 13,
1991, the Alphas having
the distinction of being the

in each of the Alphas. The
theme to the celebration is
"A Decade of Service, a
Decade of Progress"
shows how far the Rho
Chi chapter has come in
the short time that it has
been on the campuses of
Oakwood and UAH.
Though primarily on the
UAH campus and chartered through UAH 's

second-youngest fraternity on campus.
The events will start
with the Brotherhood
Smoke Bar-B-Q, which is
free to all that attend. It
will be served on the UC
Lawn on Friday, April 13
at 4:06. Then on Friday the
Alphas will attend their
Tenth Anniversary Banquet at 5:06 in the Tom

Bevill Center. The conclusion to the week's festivities will be the highly anticipated "Party of a Decade" at the Alpha House
at 10:06. The Alphas also
have their 1906 Luncheon,
symbolizing their national
founding date, planned at
Darryl's on University
Drive.
President Keith Smith

was ~xcited about the upcoming events. "We art
~xcited about the u ~
mg events, and we are
looking forwa rd to sharing our rich heritage with
our fellow students."

Hollinhead wins Mr. Greek 2001 contest
By Patrick Bobo
News ff.Wier
Mr. Greek 2001 was
held last Friday, April 6
night in Mom's. The event
had eight contestants
slated, four each from Pi
Kappa Alpha and Sigma
Nu fraternities. Sponsored this year by
Panhellenic, the contest
featured three great hosts.
Asking questions were
April McCravy of Chi
Omega, Panhellenk President, her Vice-President,
Delta Zeta Frankie Bibby,
and Kappa Delta Robin
Herring.
JasonBack,aSigma Nu

and the oldest contestant,
went first in the competition. The contestants
walked onto the stage,
strutted a bit, and then
answered questions. He
was followed by Pikes
Trip Edington, Trey
Cowart, John Stevens, Jr.,
Matt Rhodes, and Sigma
Nus Paul Vaughn, 'fyler
Gillig, and Clayton
Hollinhead. Three different questions were asked
to various contestants.
The questions were as follows: What is your most
memorable moment in
your fraternity? What
things have you learned
from being in your frater-

nity? Why did you join
your fraternity?
After much deliberation, the panel of judges,
which included representatives from each sorority
in Panhellenic, reached
their decision. A tie was
awarded to Jason Back
and Trip Edington, who
each received a fifteen dollar gift certificate to TGl
Friday's. They also chose
Clayton Hollinhead of
Sigma Nu as Mr. Greek
2001.
When asked what he
was going to do next,
Clayton replied, 'Tm going to Disney World!" He
didn't win the trip, but he

It's time for the UAH
Charger Cheerleaders
to select its 2001-2002 squad.

won the second best thing.
Clayton received a ten
person wing party at
Hooters and two gift certificates to Chili's.
His reply to the question "What is your most
memorable moment?,"
which included a story of

sickness and fellow Sigma
Nu Tyler Gillig, swayed
the panel of judges. It was
even more ironic that
Hollinhead entered the
contest while his fellow
contestants were lining up
to begin the event.
Vice-President
of

Standoff, continued from page 1
who is being held separately.
Asked whether the two
sides had made any progress
in reconciling their differing
accounts of how the accident
happened and who was at
fault, Powell said, "We are
discussing a number of ideas
as to how to exchange explanations."
President Bush has left the
incident in the capable hands
of his delegates so far, choosing to refrain from direct contact with Chinese President
Jiang 2.emin. Bush told a convention of newspaper editors
that China must permit the
crew members to return
home. And he did not yield
to Chinese demands for an
apology.
Suggesting that much was
at stake, Bush said, 'The message to the Chinese is we
should not let this incident
destabilize relations; our re--

lationship with China is very
important."
In Santiago, Chile, visiting
Chinese President Jiang
2.emin again said the United
States should offer an apology. " I have visited many
countries, and I see that when
people have an accident, the
two groups involved, the two
parts, always say excuse me,"
Jiang said.
Commenting on these
unfortunate events, State °'-"partment spokesman Richard Boucher said that while
"we clearly have a spt.>cifi~
and very serious and difficult
situation to deal with here"
there was no justification ;o
hold the American crew.
Boucher added that the
American plane was operating in international airspace
- beyond 12 miles of China's
coastline when the collision
accorded. "It was entitled to
operate in the location of the

Tired of missed pages & poor customer service?

We have open practices every Tuesday and Thursday at 7 p.m. in Spragins Hall. If you think you
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Panhellenic,
Frankie
Bibby said of Mr. Greek
2001, "It wasn'tassu«es9ful as it has been in the
past, but everyone had a
good time and we are
looking forward to next
yea r."
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collision ... and we were engaging in traditional military
activities, which are legally
permissible in intematiorw
airspace," Boucher said.
While the United States
continues to regard the incident as an unfortunate #accident," the Chinese di<;agree.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Sun Yuxi directly
blamed the crew of the
United State, "PY plane for
the crash that c;ent one Chine-.e airman to his death, ~ying, "They have caused this
air collision incident and they
also entered illegally into
China's airspace. It 15 fully
natural for competent au·
thorities in China toquestton
them about this incident."
Although China has demanded an apology, Prest·
dent Bush has refused- The
President went so far as to
express regret over the death
of the Chin~ pilot. Bush
maintains the innocence of
the U.S. in thts tragic affair.
The plane colli!-,ion and
subsequent imprisonment of
the U.S. crew is the late:-t in a
line of tumultuous relations
with China this year. Upon
his entry into office on Janu·
ary 20, President Bush prom·
ised a tougher approach_towards Beijing, replacing
Clinton's concept of " 5tcal~
0
gic partnership" ~~th 0,,"e
"strategic compelltion.
On February 26, th-e
United States issued a cntl·
cal report on China's huma~
'd 1t
rights record and sat
would sponsor motion co;;
demning Beijing at Unit
Nations Human R.ight:;Corn·
mission in Geneva.
.
Citing rights violauon_s,
lJ\
g roup of U.S. lawmakers
·csorga·
March asked Ol~P1, bid to
mzers to reject Chma 5
host 2008 Games.
.
On March 22, Presid;nt
Bush met Chinese Vice £~
mier Qian Qichen, a top orh·
. ·af Bu'e1gn policy o ff 1c1 · <;urged the release of a V-•
aca·
based Chinese-born
dem1c.
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UAH student places fifth in - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
national table tennis tourney
TI_eago:n_g
By~:aelel
n•

For The Exponent
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BALTIMORE - Junior
engineering
major,
Ernesto Kawamoto, tied
for fifth at the National
Association of College
Unions International
Toumament in table tennis at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, held
March 29-April 1. More
than 60 college players
from across the nation
competed in the toumament.
Kawamoto was eliminated by Wie-Chong Gho
of the University of Washington 21-19 in the third
game. Kawamoto beat
four players to qualify for
the final eighth championship round. Among his
opponents were Rahul
Khare of Penn State University and Charnchai
Tangpong of the University of Southern Illinois.
Kawamoto teamed
with John Mar of the University of Georgia in

championship doubles. nationally last year while
The pair advanced to the attending Calhoun Comquarterfinals before losing munity College. Overall,
toSteffenSchebestaofthe he finished 10th in the
University of Florida and 2000 competition in HousAndrew Belafanti-Knight ton
of Howard University.
,; After qualifying for
Kawamoto's room- the nationals in February,
mate at the tournament I worked hard to fine tune
was the eventual cham- my game," Kawamoto
pion, Kurt Lui, of the Uni- said. " I knew the compeversity of Michigan-Flint. tition would be tough.
Lui was a member of the While I didn' t win the
2000 Canadian Olympic overall title, I was glad to
team.
improve on my finish
UAH's University Cen- from the 2000 tournament.
ter funded Kawamoto's ltwasanhonortobethere
trip to Baltimore and to and I tried my best for
the ACUI Regionals in UAH."
Kawamoto is the state's
Gainesville, Fla. on Feb. 910. A Brazilian native, defending men's singles
Ernesto is the first UAH and doubles champion.
player and only the sec- He will attempt to defend
ond state table tennis his crowns at the state
player to ever compete in championships at Brahan
the national tournament. Spring Recreation Center
Ernesto also competed in Huntsville on April 21.
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Now reviewing candidates for
Editor-in-Chief position at

The average dorm phone cost for a college student is S80 a month I Wrth Sprint PCS,
you can get 200) minutes a month, which include Nationwide Long Distance, for only

$49.99. Receive a FREE earbud and t-shirt when you sign up with Sprint PCS and show
your college identification.
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The versatility of our wireless phone plans makes dorm phones obsolete. With Sprint
PCS Nationwide Long Distance you can call home more, especially when you need
money. Ask your sales representative for details.

Sprint.

Sprint Pcs•
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Please submit a resume
and letter of interest
by April 16, 200 l at the UC roo1n 11 1

J,S.ca·

700 Airport Rd. Suite G
Huntsville, AL 35802
(256) 882-1454

4027 Airport Blv1Uuit1 B
Mobile, Al 36608
(334) 340-8089

Madison Square Mall
5901 University Dr.,
Kiosk Space 16
Huntsville, Al 35806

Essex Square Marketplace
22 McFarland Blvd.
Northport Al 35476
(205) 342-1140

211 Cox Creek Partway

Florence, AL 35630
(256) 768-0625

28841-C US Hwy. 98
Daphna, AL 36526
(334) 447-(1250

cnt
Pre-

or·
u h

1853 Eastern Blvd.
Montgomery, Al 36117
(334) 260-0727

a decision wi11 be made on April 24
for the 200 J/2002 school year
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Sports
Charger
Sporrsline

·Blazers sweep aside Chargers
By Ronak Patel
Sports Writer

Two of the better teams
in the country faced off
A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATIILETICS
this past weekend at Joe
Davis Stadium. They were
also two of the belier
teams from the Gu If South
Record:
0 S-7 in GSC
Conference. As the sun
Valdosta State 10 UAH 5
came down on Sunday,
Valdosta State was standing alone on top of the
GSC while UAH was reCMl13 va. Montevallo (DH) at L-00 p.m.
grouping for this week's
at oe Davia Stadium
showdown
with
CMl14 vs. Montevallo at L-00 JD.
Montevallo.
at Joe Davia Stadium
Valdosta St., ranked
ot/17 at B
Southern at 6:00 .m.
No. 12 in the country,
swept UAH this past
weekend to up their
record to 28-14 overall and
11-1 in the GSC. UAH,
Record: 28-8 13-3 m GSC
coming into the weekend
UAH 3, Lincoln Memoria] 2
ranked ninth in the country, saw their overall
record fall to 25-10 and 57 in the GSC.

Baseball

Softball

VSUlO,UAHS

Orth Alabama/Ga. College
orence AL

/Ga. College

p.m.

orfolk 'N' Wa 0

u 13
Semi-Finals

ikes4

10-The Hard Way 44, Individuals 42

Read sports
online at
e onent.uah.edu

Coupled with an inadequate defense behind
him and scattering ten hits
over four
innings,
Valdosta St. took a 10-0
lead before UAI I could
score a run.
A two-run single by
freshman Trai Meadows
got UAH on the board in
the bottom of the sixth to
make the score 10-2.
UAH's Kevin Schomas
came in relief for Bass and
pitched well. Schomas allowed no runs and surrendered only four hits in 4 2/
3 innings of work.
UAH tallied three more
runs to make the final
count 10-5 in favor of the
Blazers.
Meadows and senior
first baseman Clay Rice
led UAH with two runs
batted in apiece.
Bass's record fell to 8-1
while Valdosta St's Curt
Gilmore upped his record
to 5-2 this season. Gilmore
allowed two runs in his six
innings of work.

Freshman
pitcher
Adam Bass, who has been
sensational for UAH all
year, took to the mound VSUS, UAH3
for the first game of the
The first three innings
weekend series. It turned
See Sweep,
out to be a start that the
ace will soon like to forget.
page7

Second baseman Hector Guadalupe prepares to make
a throw in a recent game for the Chargers. (Photo by
Danny Parker)

Davis carries Charger Softball
in win over Lincoln Memorial
By Antoine Bell
llAHSports
htfomt11tion
It's been said that d efense wins championships. Well the lack thereof
can sure cost ballgames.
The Chargers found that
lesson out the hard way in
a 3-2 loss to Lincoln Me-

morial on Thursday at the
Metro
Kiwanis
Sportsplex. UAI I won the
first game 3-2, earning a
split in the two-game series.
Playing without senior
All-America s hortstop
Audrey Williams, the
Charger infield committed five big errors which

led to two unearned runs.
Willia ms h ad to sit out the
games with a concussion
that was discovered earlier this week. Strangely
enough, the injury took
place two weeks ago in a
collision
with
centerfielder Stephanie
Berry in a loss lo
Armstrong State at the
Kennesaw State Lady Owl
Classic. Since the collision,
Williams has batted over
.500, hit three homeruns
and earned Gulf South
Conference Player of the
Week honors.
Katrina Fomich gave
up only two hits in the
game, but took the loss for
the Chargers. She pitched
six and one-third, struck
Katrina Fomich and the

UAH Softbdl team will
take on GSC rivala West
Alabama and West
Florida thia weekend.
CPhoto by Danny Parker)

out eight and walked tw_o.
She actually had a n~tter going into the sixth mn ing, even though she
trailed 2-1.
.
Trailing by two runs rn
the fifth inning, the Chargers got on the board wit!'
an RBI single by Mela.rue
Carter. However, the Lady
Railsplitters got the run
back in the sixth inning on
a single by Airebis Baron.
In the bottom of the
seventh the Chargers
·tried to rally.
'
Carter, \Vho
finished the game 3-for-4
with both RBIs, cut the
lead to 3-2 with a
homerun over the rig
field fence. Lane Davis fol·
lowed with a single to
r1e Id • But J<r1Sllto
Braverman popped up h
the pitcher to e nd I c
game.
In the opener, Dav• 5

tw~~:
!cf~

See Softball,
pages
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Track outstanding in Sewanee
By Ronak Patel
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Sports Writer
The UAH Lady Chargers track team turned in an
outstanding performance
this past weekend in
Sewanee, Tenn., at the
Sewanee Outdoor Invitational. Ten of the 17 UAH
runners scored in the
meet. Overall, UAH finished third in the thirteenteam meet.
The individual highlights were the performances of senior long-distance runner Aytree
Blalock, Melinda PhiJlips,

and Ashley Whatley.
Blalock won the 5,000
and 3,000 meters as well as
placing second in the 1500
meters. " Blalock had a rea 11 y good meet," UAH
Track /C ross Country
J-\ead coach David Cain
said.
Phillips continued her
solid performance for the
year by placing sixth in the
1500 meters, fifth in the
3,000 meters, third in the
5,000 meters, second in the
400 meters, and fourth in
the high jump. "Melinda
was outstanding overall in
her events," Cain said.

Whatley finished third
in the 5,000-meter race.
Natalie Fahey was
fourth in both the 5,000
and 3,000 meters.
Not to be outdone was
the Charger relay teams,
which turned in their best
performance of the year.
The 4 X 800 team
(Blalock, Lesley Davis,
Amy
Phillips,
and
Whatley) placed second at
the meet. They also set a
school record with a time
of 9:48.66 in the event as
well.
The 100 meters relay
team (Amber Shahan,

Shaun Neubia, Megan
Konecny, and Louise
Provancha) picked up a
point for UAH by finishing sixth in the race. "This
was the first-ever appearance for UAH in the 4 X
100 meter relay," Cain
said. "The sixth-place finish was one of the highlights for us at the meet."
Davis,
Phillips,
Provancha, and Shahan
finished fifth for UAH in
the 4 X 400 meter relays.
UAI I's next track meet
will be at the Samford Invitational in Birmingham,
Ala., on April 14.

Tennis gets swept by UT-Martin
By Keith Conrad
Sports Writer
In a very disappointing
weekend for Charger Tennis, both teams managed
to combine for only four
wins against the University of Tennessee at Martin Skyhawks. The losses
came after their meeting
onApri15with North Alabama was rained out,only
adding to the frustration.
The Charger men ended
up with the better record,
finis hing 3-6, while the
women were 1-8.
The Lady Chargers
could not win one of the
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singles matches. Ana
Bakran of UT-Martin defea ted Jill Camacho of
UAH 6-1, 3-6, 10-8. Karla
Azuara defeated Carrie
Gracey 6-2, 6-2. Masumi
Yamamoto defeated Mary
Beth Key 6-4, 6-1. Olivia
Shipley defeated Monica
Barkley 6-1, 6-0. Georgina
Argaez defeated Beth
Miller 6-0, 6-0. Amy
Coheoalsowon by default
for Martin.
In -women's doubles,
Gracey/Key turned in the
lone victory for the Lady
Chargers when they defeatedAzuara/Yamamoto
8-6. The Lady Skyhawks'

Bakran/Montano defeated Camacho/Barkley
8-1. Also, Argaez/Shipley
won by defau It for Martin.
The men enjoyed a little
more success in their
singles matches against
Martin. Lucas Linares of
the Chargers defeated Peter Allnutt 7-6, 0-6, 14-12.
Chris Green defeated
Paulo Hexsel 6-4, 6-2.
Danilo Castro defeated
UAH's Alvaro Rios 6-2, 60. Nathan Smith also fell
to DeWit Stegmann 6-0, 60. Lucas Tregansin of Martin defeated Andy Roswal
6-3, 6-1. The Skyhawks'
Jay Clark also defeated

Brandon Cantrell 6-2, 6-1.
In men's doubles,
Alvaro Rios and Nathan
Smith defeated Hexsel
and Clark 8-6 in"the lone
doubles victory for the
Men in Blue. Wride/
Castro defeated G reen /
Linares 8-2 of UAH.
Allnutt/Stegmann of the
Skyhawks
defeated
Roswal/Cantrell 8-2.
Catch the Men's and
Women's Tennis teams at
UAH in action on Saturday, April 14, against
Freed Hardiman at the
new courts next to
Spragins Hall here on
campus.

favor of Valdosta St.
Valdosta St.'s Toby Evans
closed out the series with a
solo home run off of UAH
reliever Wes Mindingall in .
the ninth inning to make the
final count 4-2.
UAH will try to regroup

when Montevallo visits Joe
Davis Stadium on April 13
and 14. There will be a
doubleheader on the first
day of the series.

Sweep, continued from page 6
in the nightcap of the
doubleheader saw a stalemate between the two starting pitchers. UAH's Philip
Donaldson and Valdosta
St.'s Braxton Fernald were
locked in an early pitchers
duel until the fourth inning
ensued.
That's when a pair of errors, one by each GSC powerhouse, got the Chargers
and Blazers on the board
with a run apiece in the
fourth inning.
Valdosta St.'s Ryan Page
began the fifth inning with a
Ieadoff walk. The following
batter, Troy Evans singled in
Page with the go ahead run
to put the Blazers up 2-1.
This run would prove to be
the difference in the contest.
The Blazers would add a
pair of home runs off the bats
of Alex Gray and Patrick
Jernigan for added insurance. Valdosta St. wound up
winning 5-3 over UAH to
sweep the doubleheader.
Donaldson, who lost his
first game of the season for
UAH, allowed four earned
runs off of six hits in six innings of work. His record
nowstandsat4-1 for the season. Braxton Fernald (7-3) allowed three runs off of five
hits for the complete game
victory.
VSU~UAH2

Valdosta St.'s starting
pitcher John Rose allowed
UAH to get the leadoff batter on base in five different
innings. But aided no doubt
by his ten-strikeout performance, Rose slammed the
door on almost every UAH
scoring opportunity. Thus,
securing a three-game
sweep of this important GSC
tussle for Valdosta St.
Meadows pitched six
sterling innings before
things caved in with two out
in the seventh. Valdosta St.'s
Eddie Rodriguez began the
unraveling innocently
enough with a two-out
single. Ryan Page followed
with a double. Then, the
bases became loaded when
Chargers' reliever David Gilbert came in for Meadows.
Gilbert's pitch got by
UAH catcher Justin Barnes
to allow Valdosta St. to take
the lead 1-0. A two-run
double followed by Jason
Bulger plated two more to
give the Blazers a 3-0 lead.
UAH didn't go down
without a fight however.
Right fielder Seth Bowen
got UAH on the board with
a single to score Phillip
Donaldson. A wild pitch by
Valdosta St.'s Jason Bulger,
who leads the GSC in saves,
allowed Bowen to score!.
This closed the gap to 3-2 in

Highlands United
Methodist Church
3921 Broadmor Rd
Huntsville, AL 35810
859-0160
http://home.hiwaay.net/-humc
email: humc@h1waay.net
Dr. Roderick Morgan, Pastor
~

Sunday School 9:30am
Fellowship Time 10:30am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00am
Monthly
1st Saturday Coffeehouse 6pm
Good food, hot & cold dnnks, digital music,
board & card games!
Directions
From UAH go east on Sparkman and·turn right
on Brookline and another right on Broadmor Rd.
The church is located on the left hand side.
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ByDanny
Parker
Sports Editor

Falling off
the pace
lwo years ago a t.mall budget film came out
that raised questions of witchcraft in the woodsy
regions of Burkittsville, Md. The film involved
the nomadic ways of three young college students
who were lost in the woods. The students were
making a documentary on the legend of Blair
Witch. The film is .known as 77rt Blnir Wilch Projt!cl.
One of the most heated scenes of the film involved a bitter dispute among the three over a map
of the area that was essential to their survival.
Eventually it was learned that one of the three
threw the map in a nearby creek. Nt?edless to say,
the plot only gets worse and the fyee were never
seen or heard from again.
The UAH Baseball team can sympathize with
the parties involved in this particular mystery. It
appears that they have lost their way as well.
About four weeks ago, the Olargers were sitting on top of the world as the No. 1 team in the
country. The Chargers had just barely missed a
three-game sweep of the previously toP:ranked
Tampa Spartans as they took 2 of 3 games in Montgomery from the powerhouse.
Now, the tables have turned for the worse.
Since then, the Chargers (25-10) have gone 10-7
and slipped down the national rankings to No.
24.
Tile H111Jts-.Jille Tinres quoted head coach Bobby
Pierce as saying, '"'We're in a little bit of a hole.
We have not played well the last couple of weeks
and maybe this is the bottoming out point and we
can rebound and rebuild our team and start doing the things we used to do. '
Pierce and Co. are not concerned with rankings
at this point. What concerns the Men in Blue is
that they are in danger of missing out on the Gulf
South Conference Tournament for the first time
since 1997. While their record of late is still respectable, it will take a very good conference n.~ord lo
make the tourney as six teams from the GSC currently rank in the nation's top 25.
Presently, No. 7 VaJdosta State is first in the GSC
Ea.st with a conference record of 11-1. West Alabama and No. 19 West Georgia arc next in the
standings at 8-4. No. 22 Lincoln Memorial is not
far behind at 7-5. The Chargers are fifth in the
division standings with a record of 5-7. Only three
teams from each division make the tournament.
UAH still has a three-game series to play
against Montevallo (April 13-14), West Georgia
(21-22) and West Alabama (April 28-29). So, there
is still ample opportunity for the team to rebound
and save their post-season dreams.
This weekend's series al Joe Davis Stadium
against Montevallo is quite pivotal. The Falcons
are clearly down this year and a sweep is a must.
1n box.ing, there is always a question of heart
when judging the true character of a champion. If
the boxer is a true winner, e can get up after being knocked down and answer the challenge of
the next bell.
The Ouirgers have now been knocked down.
Wtll they answer the beU?

m4e ~xponenf
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Intramural basketball down to the Final Four
By Sheldon Hull
Staff miter
The Duke Blue Devils
have abruptly ended the
Madness of March by capturing the NCAA championship earlier this month.
While the action of the
tournament was exciting,
furious, and satisfying for

most basketball junkies,
the need for more hoops
can yet be quenched right
here at on this campus.
The UAH Intramural
versions of the sweet sixteen and great eight were
played on Sunday night.
Four teams r;emain standing for the April 22 showdown at Spragins Hall. lf

you were not fortunate
enough to have caught the
action, you missed several
thrillers.
In the round of eight
playoffs, 10 the Hard Way
won versus;the Individuals on a last' second driving lay-up by Brian
Crutcher. Th~ Individuals
led by as many as 15

points at the half, but
could not stop the valliant
comeback efforts of their
tough opponents.
Former Charger Brian
Utley led the Jayhawks to
the Final Four with strong
rebounding and tough inside play as they defeated
Sigma Nu-A. The gym
had an old Boston Gar-

den-like atmosphere as
temperature seemed to
rise towards the 100 degree mark. Perhaps this
added to the intensity of
each game.
In other action, Rick
Wright hit two free throws
at the end of the game to
lead the Machine past Old
Nu 68-66. Midnight, in

the

Verizon Wireless

Now you can chat without talking.
Loud concert1 No problem. QULet ltbraries? Acmch.
Now you can send and recetve text

me 5 5age 5 nght from your wireless

phOne without losing your VOtce or disturbing a soul. You can exchange
messages one on one, or to a group of friends-whether they're
across the room or across the country. So now nothing
can keep you from staying

connected.

Simple. Affordable. National.

Join in.

dominating
fashion
stopped PKA-A 55-47 t~
advance to the Final Four
also.
Of course, these games
are not filled with all of the
hype that goes along with
the commercialized world
of professional and collegiate sports. Still, if you
love the game in its purest form, you do not want
to miss the final showdown next weekend.
The Final Four tips off
at 5:00 p.m. Both games
will be played simultaneously and the final is
scheduled for 6:00 p.m. So,
if you find yourself growing weary during the
h omestretch of this semeste r and find yourself craving just a bit of madness,
head to Spragins Hall to
get your fix. The games
are free and guaranteed to
entertain you.

Softball, continued
frompage6
had her 29 inning scoreless streak broken but
picked up her 17th win of
the season . She went the
distance, gave up four hits
and one earned run. The
earned run _came on a
homerun by Baron. Davis
also struck out eight batters.
The Chargers took a 20 lead in the first inning,
fueled by a pair of doubles
by Braverman and Carter.
LMU came back to tie the
game with runs in the second and third inning.
UA H got the gamewinner in the bottom of
the third when Braverman
singled up the middle to
score Carter, who led off
the inning with a walk.
The Lady Chargers w~I
be back in action on Friday, April 13, against West
Alabama at 5:00 p.m. at
the SportsPlex. Saturday,
April 14, arch-rival West
Florida comes to town to
play the Chargers at 1:00

p.m. Read
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World famous juggling
troupe lands in Decatur
E11tertaimnmt
Editor

Enlntlzillllll!llt

The a ward-winning
Flying Karamazov Brothers will present their latest show, L'Universe at the
Princess Theatre Center of
Decatur on Saturday,
April 21. As part of the
theatre's Professional Series, a full performance
will be scheduled at 7:30
p.m. and a special matinee
for families will be at 3
p.m.
The famous Brothers
have put together a high
tech multimedia extravaganza in collaboration
with the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology's
Media Lab to woo audiences with a spectacle of
sight. l 'Universe premiered in Seattle in January 2000 and after touring
the world, it h as at last
landed at Decatur's recently-renovated Princess
Theatre.
So wha t h appens when

()

•

They'ze no normal·
life, Wyatt

Flying Karamazov Brothers come to Decatur's Princess Theatre with virtual
juggling in L'lhtroerse. (Photo from fkb.com)
scien ce, ju ggling, music
and corned y collide on the
performing
s tage?
l'Universe, pronounced
Loo11eyverse, is an adventure in a ll four w h ere the

most brilliant minds in scie nce m eet the world 's
m ost insane entertainers.
Those b rilliant mind s include su ch great m ind s as
Aristotle, Galileo, Sir Isaac

Kim Staton
E1ttmainmmt
Star Wars Sta,ftglrter is
LucasArts' first game for
Sony's Playstation 2 and
pro~es to be an enjoyable,
albeit somewhat complicated, a d dition to the
PS2's spectrum of games.
The storyline of
Slarjiglrter runs parallel to
the newest film in the Star
~ars saga, but the game
still maintains its independenc~ by not relying too
heav,J, on the movie.
Rather, perhaps it is better
to properly express
~larjiglrler as taking place
~ the outer reaches of the
film's scope.
Three playable characters exist: Rhys Dallows, a
~ginning Naboo fighter
pilot; Vana Sage, a woman
~ercenary; and Nym, an
interstellar pirate. The
plot skips abruptly from
one pilot to the next but
extended play of the ~ame

0

Editor

N ewto n and Albe rt
Ein s tein g iv ing live-on stage consulta tions.

See Lands,
page10

Star ffilrs Sta,fig hter enjoyable
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Sw Wan Swfighter is the £int game Lucas.Arla had
brought to the PS2. It proves to be very enjoyable and
includes some bask arcade ga.meplay. (Photo from
lucasarbl.com)
reveals eventual smoother less sophisticated than
transitions and explains other games in the Siar
many of the previously Wars series. Each spacecraft is equipped with t.vo
unanswered questions.
Those familiar with the weapons, basic targeting,
mission-based
game and an unadorned HUD
genre will notice that (Heads Up Display) interStn,figlrler offers no real face. In addition to the
innovations but is enjoy- defenses of the ships,
able nonetheless. The wingmen can be directed
game has three difficulty to attack or defend.
There is no radar screen
settings: easy, medium,
or way to determine the
and hard.
Also, the controls of number of enemy targets
each craft are apparently in St11rfiglrler, making

some mission objectives
difficult to complete. Targeting system flaws a re
also a drawback.
The landscape graphics
are mostly impressive;
however, planet missions
contain an invisible ceiling, inhibiting the range of
the player's attack strategy. Te.xtures appear repetitive at times.
The sound of Sta,ftglrter
is composed in typical Star
Wars fashion and for the
most part is satisfactory.
Vocal talents, however,
tend to be annoying and
less than helpful.
Overall, Siar Wars
Stmfi..flr/,•r is an enjoyable
game and one of the more
visibly pleasing titles
available for the PS2.
However, the game is not
without flaws, but fans of
LucasArts N64 games
should be pleased with
the latest addition to the
franchise.

A ba.qhfu} Spring she is, and my ears are open,
and my eyes are wide. I've m issed the darting Martins, the flowering pears, and April's ro!Jing thunder. Haven' t we all? Maybe ...
These are busy days, and I've little time to see little
more than what flies by my window on the way to
class. But there are canoers on the pond, and lovers
perched on picnic tables, and disc golfers who saunter the campus, and how I love to see them all aga~
What simple appeal these things bring to mind.
lt is a fine line we walk in the fast world. It's easy
to become caught up in the Great Combine and forget who we are. and what makes us human - the
love and the gentleness that rests in our hearts like a
seed, like a Gift. It is the meek reception of our Uve.s
that seek not a fleeting insight, but a crystal gratitude for a moment that cu only be yours, and yours
alone.
For me, and for now, it is a long awaited Spring,
and it is wry Spring. But it isn't to say I cannot share
how I ftt/ on this day, this cheerful April day. You
need only ask.
But we rarely do.
The world is lonesome place, and we tend to impute a sort of common experie1,ce in the things
,uound us. It happens with the products we buy, and
the places we go.
But I have never seen the Grand Canyon, or the
Grand Tetons. I've never seen Versailles or the Hagia
Sophia. I've never walked the Augustine Po~ and
I've never seen the wrinkly old Pope. I INY never
see any of them, though I would not hesitate for the
real chance.
~
But the winding shape of a road has always intrigued me more than the name of the place where it
ends. And in tracing my path to those ends of the
earth, I have sensed a great many things, and you
have too. A cheap photograph can never do- never.
What l kaoe seen is the sweetest cotton o,1tside
the Delta, and I have tasted Tupelo honey, and I have
smelled the wild roses of Oregon. I have heard the
pure surf of Kina.keel, and I have touched the Appalachian sky.
I have seen just enough, and paced my heart for:
only tomorrow's sWlShine, ., nd tonight's harvest
moon. And 1 wonder how .voumay have paced yours.
What havej('useen, and whathave _voutasted? I want
to know. I think we alJ d o. We can all pace ourselves
just right if we just share where we are, and maybe
the world won' t seem as lonesome an Eden.
The world pins fast mdeed, but we can all shrug
for a blissful moment of ponde ring if we only allow
ourselves. And we all can share if you only ask, 1f
you only tell. And if no one will listen, then discreetly
I am.
There is just enough under the sun to come what
may. And to ask the d,1y of anything more is but a
selfish wish that will quickly leave yoo behind.
It is a hard thing for us all tc, feme.mbcr: that there's
no normal lite, there's Just life. I've got to remember
that I'm just along for the ride.
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Toadies return to the scene with Hell Belo~ Stars Above
Alan Backer
Entertllinment
Writer
It seems like decades
since the second wave of
alternative rock bands
died out. After Kurt and
Eddie lit the torch in the
early nineties, they have
since passed the flame on
to less heroic yet still talented groups such as
Weezer, Live, Bush, and
the Toadies. The entire collective managed to hold
steady up until late 1996.
Then, with the sudden
atonal explosion of the
Spice Girls blown into the
stratosphere, the pop machine just seemed to
waddle up and lay itself
right on top of alternarock, completely obliterating the fire.
After that, some of the
bands, such as Live, tried
to march on, though their
steps just kept getting quieter and more irrelevant.
Others, most notably the
aforementioned Weezer
and Toadies, virtually did
a d isappearing act.
Finally, five years, six
million boy bands and
teenage divas, and one

Eminem later, pop music
is finally starting to show
some signs of cooling
down. And lo and behold,
what do we find at the
other side of the gauntlet
but the Toadies, who
never did break up like
some people thought.
Blame it on Britney and
Backstreet for the almost
seven-year wait between
their 1994 debut Rubber·
11t'ck and the new album

Hell Bt'low/Stars Abol e.
If you were really into
1

rock radio and MTV's Alternative Nation 'back in
1995, you might recall the
Toadies' vampire hit "Possum Kingdom" ("Do you
wanna DIE!?"). They also
had a minor radio hit with
the cowboy-punk romp "I
Come From the Water."
With the help of those
songs, Rubbemeck became
a must-have for teenage
rock fans and went on to
sell one million copies.
Now after a lifetime's
wait, the Toadies' followup Hell Below/Stars Above
is at last on the shelves. It's
strange, though, that HB/
SA has been released with
such little press or fanfare
(The author of this article

actually had no idea it existed until he was browsing around Best Buy and
found ten copies of it sitting in the racks). But if
there were ever twelve
songs to break the cloak of
secrecy, these just might be
it.
Like any good punkmetal album would, JIB/
SA beg~ns with an Uzi
blast of an opening track
in "Plane Crash." The
song thrashes with reckless abandon while singer
Todd Lewis spouts such
morbid lines as "We're
bringing you our dead"
with the greatest of vibrancy. It even has a guitar solo that you want to
sing along to. "Heel" follows in the same sonic
footsteps as "Plane
Crash", while Lewis' lyrics about a "long neck and
short leash" and showing
"you some discipline" are
either about his dog or an
allusion to a girlfriend
who has angered once too
much.
At certain points on

Hell Below/Stars Above,
there are flashes of possible outside influences.
The vocals on the chorus

"tlEY, QUITCtlER13ITCtlIN ... "
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After doing a disappearing act after the popularity of pop musk began to increase,
the Toadies are back with their new album Hell Below, Sfllrs A bOTJe. This album
has tighter songs and more meaningful lyrics. (Photo &om www.thetoadies.com)

to "Motivational," al- like a deluxe version of
though entertaining, come Rubberneck. The songs are
across as pseudo-White tighter (particularly in
Zombie. And when Lewis "Dollskin", the best song
sings the line "Everything on the record) and the lyrwe have we steal" in ics are more meaningful.
"What We Have We The guitar work is also
Steal", you'd think it was better, thanks to Clark
a guest appearance by Vogeler who replaced
Marilyn Manson.
original guitarist Darrell
Overall, though, Hell Herbert.
Below/Stars Above sounds
It may not be enough to

land on Total Request
Live, but that's O.K. because good bands rarely
get on Total Request Live
anyway. Hell Below/Stars
Above at least deserves to
go gold. And from hearing
the album, iL sounds like
the Toadies are doing the
best that they can.

Lands, continued from page 9
Jugglers sport sonar
transducers and accelerometers that, by measuring the position of the juggler on the stage floor, allow them to "shape" music with their bodies as
they juggle virtual planets
and clubs that change colors in the air.
L' Universe breaks new
ground with this form of
"virtual juggling," using
technology never before

seen on stage.
The Flying Karamazov
Brothers got their start on
the streets more than
twenty-seven years ago.
Since then they have
moved on to bring their
amazing talent to some of
the most prestigious venues around the world.
Their past tours have
taken them to such international appearances in
Scotland, New Zealand,

EXPECT THE BEST fROM AGIRL.
THAT'S WHAT YOU'LL GET.
Encourage your daughter to stand upand
be heard in school. Tell her it's okay to be
smart in front of boys. Teach her tobe
outspoken, assertive and inventive.
For more infonnation on how to helpyour
daughter, call 1-800-WCC-4-GIRLS. Or visit
us on the Internet at www.academic.org.

I

Women•s College Coalition

Hong Kong, Singapore,
Israel and Germany, They
havfi! also enjoyed six successfu I and critically-acclaimed runs on Broadway.
The Brothers have also
made appearances on the
hit-comedy series Seinfeld
as the Flying Sandos
Brothers, and on the PBS
shows Bill Nye, Tire Science
Guy and Mr. Roger's Mriglrborlrood. They also costarred with Michael Douglas, Kathleen Turner and
Danny DeVito in the hit
adventure / romance
movie TIie Jewel oftire Nile.
Tickets for L'U11iverse
are available at the Princess Theatre Box Office,
open 9:00 a.m. until 5:00
p.m., Monday through
Friday. They may also be
purchased one hour prior
to show time. Evening
performance ticket prices
range from $30 to $24 with
discounted tickets for students and teachers priced
at $15. Matinee performance tickets range from
$12 for adults and from $5
for children for the matinee performance.
For more information,
call the Princess Theatre
Box office at 340-1778, or
visit the web site at
www.princesstheatre.org.
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Judd takes Someone Like JfJu out to pasture
By Lauren Eiter

n
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Great news! Men aren't
pigs, they're cows? Well
thisisessentiallywhat the
new romantic comedy
$Ql11l"Ofle like )'bu proposes.
Don't get too offended
gu)s; the ever-adorable
A hley Judd softens that
blow of criticism. Ne,; ertheless, this movie seems
to be another one of those
Where is my Mr. Right?"
films.
I must say that as a female viewer, I am getting
sick and tired of watching
movies that exhibit
women as these poor hapless, witless souls with no
lives worthy of living unless they have the perfect
guy put a ring on their finger!
Judd
plays Jane
Goodale; no not the monkey scientist, but make no
mistake there is definitely

some metaphorical reasoning behind that name.
Jane works as a producer
of a television talk show
where she meets a great
guy. The} fall in love, have
a six-week relationship,
and he makes her think
she's the one. Then bang,
he drops her like
yesterday'scow! It'sanall
too familiar story to Jane,
so she looks into this fur•
ther and through some
highly distorted views on
mammals, she formulates
a theory that explains
men's relational habits.
Jane formulates that
men cannot cover the
same territory twice, that
territory being women.
She justifies this by saying
that men behave as bulls,
which after mating with a
cow, theoretically will not
go back to the same cow.
This is known as " Old
Cow" theory and it is this
ver}' theory that prods
Jane to speak out.

Under the name of a
deceased scientist, Jane
begins writing articles that
essentially say her theory
has been scientifically
proven. Through her best
friend (Marisa Tomei), she
is able to publish her articles in a well-known
men's magazine. Her
theory creates quite a stir
as people are tapping into
the possibility that perhaps me n do behave as
animals. Yet if the theory
is true, then it is true for
all men, and let's be honest that there are exceptions to this rule. In spite
of that, Jane tries desperately to convince herself
that all men arc like this.
Why? Because if the
theory is not true then
" men don't leave all
women, they just leave
[her)."
Will Jane ever find true
love; perhaps if she s tops
looking for it through an
old cow's perspective.

Ok, so this story has
been done a dozen times,
but one can still take with
them a simple lesson on
life: 1.) Men are not cows
2.) It is all in how you look
at it. I definitely did not
see this movie like a cow
staring at a new gate. Personally, I am tiring of stories where these women
are anxiously pursuing
love as if it is going out of
style. How many times
can we beat this topic over
the head? Yet I do think
this movie has something
to say.
Perhaps some women
do sec things large scale
and like to blame men in
their entirety when one
man does them wrong.
Perhaps some guys do
treat women as cattle and
romp from one to the
other, adding yet more
convinci11g data to the
"Old Cow" theory. These
may be truths, yet they do
not hold true for everyone

Ashley Judd 1tus u Jane Goodale in Someone Like
You. (Photo from 20th Century Fox and
movies.yahoo.com)
and that is what Someone
Like You ultimately conveys.

RealNetworks' new service is off key

e

ByToddPack
Kmght-Ridder

1Hbune
Hoping to convert
Napster'sSO million users
into paying customers,
three of the world's largest record companies have
closed a deal to start an
Online music-subscription
service by fall.
But experts and music
fans say it'll be a tough
sell.
. The music industry, citing copyright infringement,
squelched
Napster's free online
song-swapping service.
~ut people may be unwillmg to start paying because
there are scores more sites
offering pirated music at
no charge.
What's more, the music
labels will ask people to
pay for songs they aren't
aUowed to keep.
MusicNet, announced
Monday
by
RealNetworks Inc. and
~ord ·label owners AOL
ime
Warner
Inc.,
Bertelsmann AG and EMI
~roup PLC - whose acts
include
Christina
Aguilera, Eric Clapton
and Santana - will let

Writers

people download songs
onto their PCs, the same as
Napster.
But special software
will prevent subscribers
from saving songs on port ab le music players or
burning them onto compact discs they can play
elsewhere.
And if a customer cancels his subscription, the
song files stop working.
Tunes downloaded
from Napster and other
pirated-music services are
in the MP3 format. That
means they can be freely
copied, and they don't expire.
RealNetworks chairman and chief executive
Rob Glaser, appointed
chairman and interim
chief
executive
of
MusicNet, said the service
is designed to make it virtually impossible for subscribers to copy songs.
Concern about piracy has
been one of the main reasons record companies
haven't made a big push
online.
But forcing users to listen to their songs only on
a PC isn't good business,
said Phil Leigh, a digital
media
analyst
at

anted!!

~e Exponent is now accepting applications for News, Sports, Entertainment,
and Opinion writers! Come by our office
in the UC, room 104 for more
information.

Raymond James & Associates, a St. Petersburg investment firm.
"A big part of listening
to music is in your car, not
sitting at your desk,"
Leigh said.
MusicNet's target audience, which includes
college students, also
scoffed at the idea.
"I
don't
think
anybody's going to pay
for songs they can't keep,"
said Sterling Thomas, a
Napster user and sophomore at Rollins College in
Winter Park. " If you want
that, you'll listen to the
radio or watch MTY."
That . isn't
what
RealNetworks wants to
hear. The company spent
a year working on the subscriber service, Glaser said
in a conference call.
Under terms of the
deal, the record labels and
RealNetworks will each
own a minority stake in
MusicNet; RealNetworks
will own the larges t share,

40 percent. Each label will
license music to the service on a nonexclusive basis; RealNctworks will
provide the technology.
MusicNet will then
contract with other companies to distribute the
music. Its initial partners,
AOL and RealNetworks,
will tailor the service to
their specific needs and set
their own subscription
rates, Glaser said.
Digital-media analysts
say onJine music services
probably will charge $10
to $15 a month.
The deal marks the first
time so many major labels
have agreed to license
music for onJine distribution. Vivendi Universal SA
and Sony Corp., whose
acts include Eminem and
Bruce Springsteen, plan to
launch a fee-based onJine
music service called Duet
~ysummer.
But "Duet doesn' t cut
it, and neither does 'Trio',"
said P.J. Mc ealy, a sen ior

exponent.uah.edu
PERDIDO KEY
VACATION RENTAL
3Br/3Ba...Sleeps up to 16
Private beach with dock and boatlift
Close to Lost Key Golf Course
Call 850-492-4929 or
email at pomullet@cs.com

analyst with the Gartner
Group, an e-commerce
consulting company in
Stamford, Conn.
"Consumers don' t
know music by label," so
any service that doesn' t
have music from all five
major labels may prove
unpopular, McNealy said.
Still, despite its shortcomings, MusicNet represents a step forward, said
Eric Scheirer, an analyst
with Forrester Research,
an e-commerce consulting
company in Cambridge,
Mass.
"The real good thing to
me is that the labels are
getting away from their
fear that all these problems "over security and
selection" need to be
solved," Scheirer said.
"They' re not expecting
everything to be square
from day one."
© Knight-Ridder Tribune, 2001

Save the Last Dance
(PG-13) 1:20 4:00 6:30
9:00
The Brothers (R) 1:15
3:45 6:30 9:00
Hannibal (R) 1:00 3:40
6:20 9:05
The Mexican (R) 1 :25
3:55 6:35 9:05
Enemy at the Gates (R)
1:00 3:40 6:70 9:05
Exit Wounds (R) 1:20
4:05 7:00 9:15
Someone Like You (PG13) 2:00 4:30 7:05 9:30
Just Visiting (PG-13)
3:00 5:00 7:10 9:10
Bridget Jones' Diary (R)
1:f5 ~:55 7:15 9:25
Josie and the Pussycats
(PG-13) 2:00 4:30 7:00
9:30

JiWn Ttckets to the Movies!
Movie 'Ilivia:
In what East Coast city does the 1999
thriller Fight Club take place in?
The first 4 people with the correct answer for the Movie
Tnv1a wall wan movie tickets. ONL> 4 pair., of ticket will
be given away each week. No phone calb or notes will be
accepted. lickcb for any Im 1a will be d1Stnbutcd on a f1r:-t
come, fm,t ~rve basis from 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. on Fn. No
one who ha:. won m the la t month I eligible for any conll>st or trivia. Please see Jennifer Sharp in t~t ixponrnt office only between the hours spcc1ficd above.
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Editorial
Proration
issues: Where
do we stand
now?
By Dauphne Rogers
Editor-m-Cltief
As graduating seniors are gearing g,r,wtlt. In addition, The House Ways
up for commencement, everyone else and Means Committee passed their
is busy being concerned about tuition version of the Education Budget for
increases for the fall. And who can 2001-2002, which was in line with the
blame them?
settlement that was reached between
Certainly not I!
the university presidents, the teachers
Class schedules are going haywire. union, the House leadership, the SenBoth the summer and fall catalogues ate leadership, and the Governor. This
have ahead y been changed. On top budget starts with everyone's base
of worrying about whether or not budget set at 6.2% below the original
you'll be able to work your class sched- budget level for this year. All things
ule out in order to graduate on time, considered, UAH should regain about
you now have to be concerned about one-half of what we lost in 2000-2001
whether you (or your parents) can af- with the 6.2% proration.
ford school. .. period.
This can be seen as a direct result of
While no one knows exactly what people in our state standing up for
the tuition increase for the next school higher education. Prior to protests,
year will be, one thing is certain: it will rallies, phone calls, and advertisedefinitely be going up.
ments supporting equal treatment for
After hearing that present and pro- higher education, Governor Siegelman
spective students had been asking As- and the majority of politicians in the
sociate Vice President for Enrollment state were content to give colleges and
Services and Registrar Scott Yerzyl universities the shaft.
~ t tuition increases becoming very
When I first became concerned
large,, President Frank Franz issued a about the unfairness of the entire promemorandum on March 27 to address ration issue earlier in the semester and
The memo stated, "With suggested forming a rally or protest,
all the financial problems presently one of my long-time writers and curbeing experienced in Alabama and rent section editor became concerned
e~here, I w,derstand their con- himself. He expressed the fear that
cern.,,
"overreacting" or "blowing things up
Franz has repeatedly assured stu- out of proportion" could.lead to worse
denls that he will do all that is within problems for higher education. While
his power to keep the increase down I normally respect this person's opinto aaingle digit percentage. According ion, he couldn't have been more misto Franz, "We want no student to be guided in this particular instance.
denied a UAH education because of
When people are walking all over
lack of affordability."
you, you don't wait for them to start
Franz is a man of his word and is stomping you into the ground before
truly concerned about students and the you pick yourself up!
UAH community at large. However,
Higher education and its supportthe final ct,ciswn is not his alone be- ers have conducted themselves with
cauae the Board of Trustees must au- dignity throughout this entire situa~ tuition increases.
tion. Our ads have been both truthful
this means is that Franz will and direct while stating directly what
~ . recommendation to the Board it is we are asking for: fair and equal
{~,;lWitees, who will then decide treatment.
~ o r not to go along with the
On the other hand, the AF.A recently
~tage Franz suggests. In the launched a media campaign portray- . ; ilaue on March 'O, Franz states ing colleges and universities in Alathat he has not yet made a .recommen- bama as greedy with plenty of cash to
dation to the board.
throw around while children throughIt doesn't take a massive leap in out the state suffer with tom up textlogic for me to suspect that Franz is books in dilapidated school buildings.
waiting to see what developments ul- Of course, no mention is made of the
timately take place in Montgomery fact that the majoring of the K-12 budbefore making his recommendation.
get goes lo support teacher salaries.
Fortunately, there is some good
The message to be gained in all this
news on the horizon. A lldtleme,,t u,,u is to stay involved and actively pur11e3olultedlat week tlt11t took ldg/tn' sue fair and equal treatment for. all
etbu::t,tu,,, from II positu,,, ofpttillS connected with education in the state.
0% of1Mg,r,wtlt wr,e,rufor nextyellf' To let up now will certainly spell dito 01U! ofrrc:doirts 30% of th $98.7 saster for higher education.

theconcems.
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To all cell phone users:
me love you long time
By Andrew
Cattel
'.llllllne H11//ab11/oo '.111/ane U
You. Yes, you. The one
with the cell phone. I love
you. I love the way your
phone rings in the middle
of class, two, maybe three
times before you realize
that it's your own electronic pocket-pal. I don' t
know your name exactly,
but I make up names for
you in my head. Nokia, if
you're cute. Motorola, if
you're a bit on the hefty
side. Ericsson, if you' re
smart.
i know that you have
eye cancer now, that you
suffer from cauliflower
ear and that your cell
phone bill totals more
than the gross domestic
product of the entire continent of Africa. But that's
part of your charm: your
rebelliousness as you trot
around campus, screaming into your overgrown
walkie-talkie at someone
who obviously couldn't
wait another two minutes
to talk to you when you
were back at your dorm.
You can reach out at any
time to touch anyone on
earth. I have so many
questions for you: Do you
ever tum your cell phone
off? When do you recharge the batteries? Is it
solar-powered? Does it
run on cold fusion?
Your cell phone makes
you one of the most mysterious creatures on earth,
very ephemeral.
Wait a minute - can
youevenspellepherneral?
Do you know what it

means? Or has waiting for
the familiar buzz in your
pocket distracted you to
the point where you sometimes forget that you're
even in class, and start
talking in the middle of
my $100-per-hourlecture?
Are you a doctor? A drug
dealer? An attorney? An
accountant? A prostitute?
Are you anybody
whose livelihood depends
on being one phone call
away, day and night, 24
hours a day every. day of
the year?
r can understand if you
have a cell phone for personal use, for emergencies
or the like. I can even understand if you use your
cell phone to get cut-rate
long distance. Granted,
almost any company will
give you better long dislance rates than the ones
that Tulane charges, but I
still admire your pluck.
However, why do I tolerate your phone's presence
in class? Why do I just
shrug, maybe laugh a little
when your phone rings,
disrupting discussion or a
lecture? If you're not a
member of at least one of
those five mentioned professions, why do you keep
your phone on during lectures?
Do you not have the
presence of mind to rum
that mobile network node
off? Do you even know
how to turn off yo ur
phone? The way you talk,
you were most likely talking on your old cell phone
w hile the salesperson was
instructing you on the operation of your new one.
Has that eye cancer of
yoursrendered youterrni-

nally stupid?
Picture i t - New York,
2001: A quiet, smoky club
in Greenwich Village. A
jazz quintet is onstage.
About halfway through
the show, the saxophonist
begins to speak. He talks
about his music, how he
doesn't believe that he
writes songs, but that he's
merely an instrument by
which a spiritual force exerts itself in the world. It's
very cool and kind of
creepy. Then his cell
phone begins to ring. And
he answers it. The mood
is broken.
After hanging up, he
tries to start where he left
off, but he can' t. Instead of
being cool, he's now just
some jackass fake-philosophical musician. So, all
of you out there, please re-member to turn off your
cell phone before class
starts. If you leave it on,
it's an instant giveaway to
the professor where your
true priorities lie; and we
can't have that, can we?
Plus, and this is the most
important part, it just bugs
the hell out of me.
The moral of the story:
the next time your cell
phone rings in the middle
of class, be prepared to
a nswer questions about
your hourly rate.

XXX
Andrew Cattell is a
Tu lane College Junior majoring in English and philosophy. Give him a ring
at 1-800-4-CANCER, or
send him a n e-mail at
acattel@tulane.edu
© Tulane Hullabaloo,
2001

Convocations, continued from page 1
Several special awards
will be given this year for
the most outstanding student in specific areas associated with the College.
Special awards will be
given for notable partici-

pation in Society for Ancient
Languages,
Women's Studies, Honors
Program, Art, among
many others. Also, the
College's academic honor
societies will be on hand

Candidates for The
Exponents Editor-in-Cllief
are now being reviewed. For
more information, see the ad
on a e 5.

to recognize new inductees.
The College of Liberal
Arts will be announcing
its Distinguished Teaching
Award recipient at its convocation. Also to be recognized at the event, the
College will be honoring
those who have been vital
to the College's success by
awarding the Distinguished Service Award,
Distinguished Alumni,
and the Distinguished
Friends of the Colle e.
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Agraduating senior's ironic take on the end

ByJ. Caleb
Oanton
NfflJ6 Editor/

Opi,dolt Wnter
One month to go !hat's all. Ah yes, on May
13, my fellow graduating
l!llior.; and I will don the
blackgownsand littlecolCftd ~ls and march in
union to the beat of pomp
and circumstance.
I must say, graduation

will be a long-awaited
moment in my life. For
many of us, these next few
weeks of class will be the
last. Finally, after some
odd 16 plus years of lectures, assignments, papers, tests, books, chalkboards, desks, and watching clocks, many of us will
graduate, never to darken
the door of the schoolhouse again.
It's hard at times to
fight off the odd feeling of
resentment towards college that one develops
during the last days.
Drugged with the hopeful
idealism of you th, we all
initially came to college
with the expectation that
a bachelor's degree would
land us that great career
with which we could successfully accomplish so
much in life.

Oh, the people we
would meet. Oh, the
things we would learn.
Oh, the places we would
go!
Then reality strikes. All
of the sudden, two weeks
of your college career are
left and you realize that
you have nothing to do
after you walk across that
glorious stage and shake
the hand of the university
president. No job. No
money. No significant
other. And yet, bills to pay.
And, you realize that your
soon-to-be obtained degree has not, in fact,
opened some pearly door
into the world of money,
status, and comfort.
What you're left with is
the feeling that all of your
hard work - all of those
hours spent studying,
writing, cramming, read-

ing, laboring, yes, laboring world," and it doesn' t
- were in vain. What did look so green to you after
you do all of this for? And, all. And, though you've
for the life of you, you can- been waiting for your colnot come up with some lege graduation date for,
profound answer, other well, your w/role life, now
than the cliche textbook- you realize you're going to
kind of response you've miss it somehow.
been trained to puke up
Strange really - misson cue.
ing something that has
"Education," you say, worked you like a dog and
"that's what all that hard hasn't really given you a
work was for ..." After all, bone.
education is the proverIt's kind of like the
bial "key," right?
Stockholm syndrome, 1
Uncertainty cracks guess. College has been
your voice like puberty's my kidnapper. Now, lo
cruel screech. But, you and behold, 1have grown
think to yourself, at least accustomed to my captor.
it will all be over with And, I, the hoodwinked
victim, have grown even
soon enough.
Yet, now - as the light to enjoy the company of
at the end of the tunnels my oppressor.
begins to dawn - you're
What happened?
not so sure you want it to
Life's that way, I think.
remember as a kid I
be over. You see the grass
out there in the "real hated cucumbers for some

reason. And yet, just the
other day I sat down and
ate a whole bowl of them
- they tasted like a fresh
memory of something
pleasant that I had always
longed for.
Maybe that's like college in a way. I used to
find it all so unpalatable,
like my childish disdain
for cucumbers. But now,
as I eat the last round slice
of cucumber here al UAH,
I realize that dessert was
not the real reason I sat
down to eat in the first
place, though perhaps I
used to think that.
The cucumber was tha
nourishment for which I
longed.

Horowitz reminds liberals of valuable point
By Cameron
Williams
'IJdll1le H11/lllb11/oo 'Dllllne u
The news may not have
reached our school, but
did you have any idea that
a man named Dav id
Horowitz released a time
bomb upon the campuses
of Brown, U-Cal Berkeley
and Wisconsin, among
other campuses?
Horowitz, a conservative author from California, sent out a full page
advertisement to dozens
of campuses across the
country stating reasons
why reparations should
not be paid out to the
families of American
slaves. This is an issue that
has been slowly brewing
at many of the more liberal, activist cam puses
across the nation.
The result of this action
wa~ d~~ending upon
Y~ Political persuasion,
eth er comical or tragic. In
t e
ad vert1sement
.
Ii
. orowitz asserts that Af~
ncan-Americans should
~~al_ly thank white
d nsttans for their freeth ~ logic being that
f es literally set slaves
ree. I-le claims that his
llloti
· for this cam. vation
Pau:m 15
·
o-• , as he puts it, to
ex~~se the "fascism" of
~h~cal correctness. And
15 15
essentially what he
got.

w:'

On the campus of
8rown u ·
the f
niversity, one of
ne ew schools whose
Wspaperranthead angry d
,
ernonstrators stole
=---

thousands of newspapers
and demanded that the
paper lose its campus affiliation. At Berkeley, a
wave of angry protesters
was quelled only by an
apology on the front page
of The Daily Californian.
At Wisconsin, 100 angry
students called for the resignation of The Badger
Herald's editor.
During the buzzing
protests, David Horowitz
and his buddies were
probably sitting at a card
table in Orange County,
smoking fine cigars and
laughing their asses off.
Never mind that he had
sent a document of bigotry across the country for
publica tion; Horowitz
may or may not actually
believe what he wrote,
and that frankly isn' t the
issue. His action was an
exercise of free speech, a
calculation that campus
liberals would react in
embarrassing and foolish
ways.
Score a three-pointer
for Horowitz; he should
grudgingly receive kudos
for his political savvy and
the greater point he has
made. As a libe ral, and
more generally a person
who finds Horowitz'
words unsavory, bigoted
and harmful, I must say
that I am ashamed at the
response of the campus
group at Brown. Our nation has grown and improved with regards to
race relations hy the very
trols Martin Luther King
spoke of: tolerance and
temperance for all.
The fact that some nut

from California, such as
Mr. Horowitz, can get his
message published in
newspapers across the
country should be of little
concern to the progressive. If such opinions are
still held by some people,
it is actually a good thing
to get them out in public,
where they can be discussed and, in a case such
as this, shot down by
thoughtful criticism - the
stress being placed on
thoughtful.
But Mr. Horowitz's
words weren't countered
by discu$ion, and weren't
even shot down by a gang
of angry dissenters. Quite
to the contrary, the very
means of having the opinion expressed were
chopped down by an angry mob.
ls this outburst an extension of what was
taught by progressives in
the 1960s? ls this anarchy
and censorship the foundation on which the next
round of progressivism is
to be built? Let's hope not,
or a long awaited return of
"high-minded" activism
will resemble Martin
Luther King's dream no
more than it resembles
Stalin's Russia or Joe
McCarthy's United States.
Get a grip, future leaders of the Western world.
Slave reparations is a
noble, if perhaps implausible and unattainable,
idea. It is certainly worth;
of being thoughtfully discussed. We collegians are
young, and many issues
are sure to grab hold of
our hopes and excitement

over the coming years.
The worst possible action
is to sabotage ourselves by
giving moral a·mmunition
to the other side.

Didn't your mother
teach you that?
Cameron Williams is a
Tulane College sophomore majoring in English.

Comments should be directed
to
Beady7@aol.com.
© Tulane Hullabaloo,
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Du.tchmess by Elly Mossman

We Want Your Letters!

~qt ~xponmf welcomes letters to the editor concerning any topic. Letters should
be typed or submitted on disk and no longer than 250 words. ~qt ~xvontnf no
longer requires student numbers, phone numbers, or addresses to accompany
letters to the editor. Please, include your full name with any submissions. Name
and title only, if applicable, will be published, although names can be withheld
upon request. tqr ixponent reserves the right to edit all materials submitted for
publication.
Letters should be typed, submitted on disk, or emailed to
rogersc@email.uah.edu no later than noon on Tuesdays in order to appear in that
Thursday's issue. Letters may also be sent to ijlqe 1xponrnt office by mail al The
Exponent, UAH, UC 104, Huntsville, AL 35899, or by fax at (2.56) 824-6096.
Opinions expressed in columns or letters are those of the authors and not necessarily that of ~qt ~xvontnf, its staff or management.
Al/ 11111lert11/s con/11,net/ hemn, except 11dcm1Srng or uthm- rndtCllleti olherwtSe, IS Copynghl 2fXXJ by l~,

1xp a11r11! 11ndprolt'Cleti under the Wolf Mmfefor Ht~ 11nd Penod1c11I Pu/JltC11lt0n Cllfl'gOnt'S ofthe U.S. Copynghl um,s. Mlllert11/s hemn 11lllY not~ rqmnteti w,thout t h e ~ wnllm per11t1SSl()n ~~, ~:cpanmt
(u., 11/l 11rl1des, Idlers, 11mlphotogf'llplts sub1111/leti lo ®j, ~xpaumt /Jt'Co,ne property~~' ~xpaurnt upon
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Teacher shortage spreading throughout nation
By Jane Eisner
Kmgnt-Ridder
Newspapers
The acute teacher
shortage in America is
real, alarming, and
spreading faster than footand-mou th disease.
Once confined to large
urban districts on both
coasts, the shortage is now
afflicting the nation's
heartland. Tennessee is
considering an incentive
package to lure recruits;
Illinois is debating signing
bonuses; some school
boards in Missouri already offer them.
In desperation, Texas is
raiding school districts in
Colorado and Oklahoma,
which, of course, only exacerbates the situation in
two more states.
And Philadelphia is
one of a growing number
of urban districts recruiting teachers from overseas
for especially hard-to-fill
positions.
Once,governmentofficials went to Moscow, India and the Philippines on
trade missions. Now they
go in search of science
tec}chers.
There's no science as to
why America may need as
many as 2.4 million new
teachers in the next decade: The highest-ever
student population, combined with a competitive
economy, an aging
workforce near retirement, and a mandate for
smaller classes, have
· placed unprecedented demands on recruitment and

retention.
But there's something
else in the mix here.
All the signing bonuses
and incentive packages in
the universe are not going
to erase the centuries-old
image of a profession held
in low esteem. Americans
"say" teaching is an important job and wax eloquent about the influence
educators have on young
minds and the nation's
future. But the rhetoric is
hardly matched by the reality.
This nation doesn't
value its teachers - and
for some of the same reasons we don't value childcare workers and health
aides and others in the
"caring professions."
These professionals are,
after all, just doing
women's work.
Despite the gains made
by women in forcing open
all-male protectorates, the
U.S. workforce is still stubborn ly segregated. And
the teaching profession is
increasingly so.
Data compiled every
five years since 1961 by
the National Education
Association show that the
proportion of teachers
who are female is at an alltime high. In its "Status of
the American Public
School Teacher 1995-96,
the latest report available,
the NEA found that
women composed 74.4
percent of elementary and
secondary school teachers. In 1971, the percentage was 65.7.
The most recent Census

Bureau figures confirm
the trend, putting the percentage at 74.9 in 1999.
And in the areas of
greatest teaching shortage
- large districts - the
proportion of male teachers has shrunk further. At
33.6 percent in 1971, it had
dwindled to 20 percent as
of 1996.
The feminization of
teaching may seem at first
to contradict other employment trends, which
find women flocking to
elite professions.About 46
percent of students entering medical school last
year were women. Nearly
40 percent of the MBAs
awarded go to women.
And for the first time,
women are expected to be
the majority of students
entering law school this
fall.
But this isn't a shift in a
static employment pool;
it's an overall expansion.
The number of women in
the labor market has more
than doubled in 30 years
to 68 million in 1999 enough to create more
lawyers "and more teachers.
So while public schools
still have a captive audience, they can no longer
rely on a captive labor
force. "No girl these days
thinks that teaching is her
inevitable destiny," says
Shirley P. Burggraf, author
of
"The
Feminine
Economy" and "Economic Man."
Opportunities in the
boardroom and the operating room have affected

quality in the classroom.
"The really talented
women go to law school,
med school, business
school," says Katherine
Merseth, director-designate for teacher education
at the Harvard Graduate
School of Education. "The
quality of candidates has
been impacted."
And while the salary
picture has brightened
over time, particularly in
wealthy suburban districts, it hasn't kept pace
with the rest of the market.
That has driven another
wedge into the gender
gap. Not surprisingly, the
states with th~ highest
salaries tend to have the
highest proportion of
male teachers.
Status and salary are
inextricably intertwined,
but that doesn't fully explain why teaching isn't
more of a profession of
choice for men. Historically, teaching is associated with women in
America - ever since the
1840s, when the creators
of normal schools called
for men lo teach, but
ended up with women so
eager for work that they
agreed to pitiful pay. The
pattern stuck.
Women also were
drawn to teaching because
the work schedule is more
compatible with childrearing (although one
wonders why, in this liberated time, that isn't an
attraction for men, too).
This gender concentration worked to the
profession 's disadvan-

!age, says John Goodlad,
president of the Institute
for Educational Inquiry in
Seattle. "As a female profession, teachers have
never been the decisionm a kers. Now with the
standards movement,
teachers have hardly any
freedom, and they're feeling it. And they're leaving," he says.
"Would you want to
continue in your present
work if you were told
what to do all the time?"
Good lad
asks.
"Policymakers don't trust
educators at all."
No wonder capable,
ambitious women eagerly
seek jobs in formerly allmale professions, while
men have little interest in
this traditionally female
occupation. Very often,
women's work is still caring work. And the work of
caring for others whether in a classroom,
day-care center, hospital
or home - is simply not
as valued as productive
work. Especially if what
you produce are touchdowns or profits on Wall
Street.
"It's particularly important, if you aren't going to get financial rewards, that you get respect," says University of
Pennsylvania sociologist
Paula England.
Thus, this chicken-andegg conundrum: Does pay
connote prestige? Or does
status bring with it higher
pay?
Would teaching be
more valued if more men

were teachers? A distressing thought. Certainly the
current shortage would
have been eased if the
number of male teachers
hadn't remained essentially flat in the last 30
years. And overall teacher
salaries might be higher,
since men on average
earned about $150 more
each week than women
did in 2000, for comparable teaching positions.
But other dynamics are
at work. The shortage
would be eased if burnout
were not such an occupational hazard in the classroom, and if working conditions in hard-pressed
urban districts were more
inviting.
Goodlad believes that
to break out of this debilitating cycle, we need a different narrative for the
purpose of teaching. We
literally need to keep reminding one another that
education is not simply for
the advancement of the
global economy; it is at the
heart of democracy, a purveyor of civic purpose and
civic attributes.
"Men as well as
women want to feel that
they're engaged in an occupation of higher virtue," he argues.
That's true women's
work. And men's, too.
Visit Philadelphia
Online, the Inquirer 's
World Wide Web site, at
http:/ /www.philly.com/
©
Knight-Ridder
Newspapers, 2001

What is the future of campus diversity?
By The Chicago
'Ilibune
In recent decades, the
number of black, Hispanic
and other minority students on America's university campuses has
grown considerably. Most
selective schools have admission policies designed
to assure that their student
bodies include all races in
respectable numbers.
But policies aimed at
promoting what academic
officials refer to as "diversity" are under challenge

in courts across the country, and some have been
ruled illegal. Administrators at public institutions,
who have far less latitude
than those at private colleges, have been left wondering how they can continue to offer a place to historica11 y
underrepresented groups
without running afoul of
the law.
That's a question they
need to address, and soon.
A federal appeals court
has already banned racial
preferences in state uni-

Candidates for The
Exponents Editor-in-Chief
are now being reviewed.
For more information, see
the ad on page 5.

versities in Texas, Mississippi and Louisiana. Recently, a U.S. District
Court ordered the University of Michigan to drop
the racial preferences it
uses for choosing among
law school applicants _
though the same court
had earlier upheld prefere nces used for undergraduate admission. Voters in Ca Ii fornia and
Washington state have
also eliminated policies
giving special assistance
to some minorities.
Since lower courts have
split on the issue of preferences in college admissions, it ultimately will
have to be resolved by the
U.S. Supreme Court.
There, the chances of an
affirmative action victory
are not high. Though the
high court effectively

sanctioned admissions
policies that assist minorities in its historic 1978
Bakke decision, it's not
clear that a majority of the
current justices would
vote that way today. In recent years, the justices
have consistently rejected
race-conscious policies
except as a temporary
remedy for proven acts of
discrimination.
Michigan officials, like
those at other schools, argue that maintaining a sizable proportion of Latinos
and African-Americans on
campus is not a favor to
them but an essential
means of providing a
sound education. If only
grades and test scores
were considered, their
numbers would drop
sharply_ to no more than
4 percent of Michigan law

students last year, the
school estimates, instead
of the 14 percent actually
admitted. The remaining
students, overwhelmingly
white or Asian-American,
would be deprived of the
invaluable opportunity to
learn from daily interaction with people of different races.
Fortunately, there are
other ways to promote the
kind of campus diversity
needed to produce wellrounded students who are
equipped for life in a
multi-racial society. One is
to de-emphasize grades
and test scores, giving
more weight to traits like
leadership, creativity and
the ability to overcome
adversity. Instead of giving applicants preference
based on their skin color,
schools can look for appli-

cants from poor or otherwise disadvantaged circumstances.
Measures like these
would force public universities to beef up their
admissions staffs so they
could consider each applicant as an individual _
which would be a good
thing in any case. A slavish devotion to gradepoint averages and standardized test scores is a
formula for ignoring valuable but less visible characteristics that are not the
monopoly of any racial
group.
In hme, the "diversity"
formulas now in use may
be forbidden. But smart
universities should have
no trouble protecting true
diversity.
© Chicago Tribune,
2001
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Mystic Stars
Weekly Horoscope
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By Lasha Seniuk
'Jribune Media Seruices
(Week of April 16)

Aries (March 21-April 20)
Image: "Outside the Kremlin, an American shoe salesman"
Message: Seizing the moment.
Before mid-week, Aries, watch for a key official to introduce unexpected financial information: cancelled Joans
and temporary restrictions are accented. Although news
rnay be negative, Aries, past employment or money mistakes can now be easily transformed into sound business
decisions. Pay special attention to new property options,
government contracts or lucrative, short-term projects.
After Thursday social relations will be delicate: expect increased gossip and fast romantic speculation.
'J&uru.s (Aprll 21-May 20)
Image: "Five brilliant stars in the pale morning sky"
Message: Discovering another world.
Private Jove affairs or hidden loyalties between friends
may now be subtly revealed, Taurus. Over the next few
days romantic flirtations will be unmistakable; watch coworkers and officials for small indications of emotional
change. Some Taureans will also now enter into a highly
passionate relationship. Remain open, Taurus; new relationships will be temporary but seductive and rewarding.
Early next week financial restrictions are lifted, Taurus:
expect slow, steady changes.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Image: "At the Bingo hall, four expectant players"
Message: Wailing for the numbers.
Financia_l speculations and new contracts will work 1n your
favo~ this week, Gem. Early Wednesday watch for a key
~ffi~al or government agency to offer unique opportunities in promotions, media, advertising or management.
~oroughly research all major proposals, however; before
nud-May employment facts, money promises or public
records may be temporarily misleading. After Friday expec_t a sudden burst of physical energy: health, fitness and
sooal optimism are now on the rise.
Cancer O'une 22-July 22)
Image: "At sunset, birds quietly chirping from across the
lake#
Message: Secure places.
Love relationships will be satisfying this week, Cancer:
e~rly Tu_~ay expect loved ones to leave behind past soo~l an>0~ties or romantic doubts. Family differences and
mmor dJ.Sagreements will no longer create a wall of silence, Cancer: openly expn.>ss your ideas, opinions or needs
and watch for important emotional breakthroughs. After
!hur~ay small financial decisions may be required. Key
ISSues involve short term investments, property management, repairs or renO\,ations: stay focused.
Leo Oaly 23-Auguat 22)
Image: "In prehistoric times, a nest of dinosaur eggs"
M~ge: Ancient beginnings.
:a~Jy and close soda I relationships will now enter a brief
u~ intense period of past reflection or confrontation. No
~ous or long lasting influences can be expected here,
, but do watch for loved ones to openly discuss recent
events, past social loyalties or yesterday's decisions. Be
attentive, Leo: others may now need your dedication and
:pport._After Thursday news from a distant relative will
1easing: travel plans, home renovations or large purses are indicated.

ctJ

Im~~ CA~t 23-September 22)
M ge. An excited puppy running across an open field"
Laessage: Freedom, joyful freedom.
te Tuesday, Virgo, a work announcement or business
~roposal may initiate a lengthy period of expansion and
vt ISed career ambitions. Key areas of concern are corpor epe · •
1ia esd
rmtssions, shared contracts and changed job titles.
u ay through Friday watch financial records and business
ci
U tactics c1ose1Y for valuable clues. Some Virgos, espewa ~ those born in August, may find that the complex
or place politics of the last 4 months now create unexpec~ opportunities: stay alert
Ima ~ (September 23-0dober 23)
ge. In a crowded sandbox, a boy with a pink plastic
shovel"
~sage: Takmg action.
sub~k mes~ges and new instructions may soon cause
Lib : but unportant changes in working relationships,
ra. early Wednesday expect key officials or work partners to openl d'
· d poIicies 'x'i
Y tSCuss short-term plans or revise
· our role may be more influential than is apparent,

-

.
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Aquarius Qanuary 21-February 19)
Libr~: at pr~nt, group success depends heavily on your
public confidence and leadership abilities. Later this week Image: "Late at night, wind whistling through tI,e forest"
social dynamics are also difficult: expect dose friends to Message: Moving ideas.
Clearly state your feelings and needs in social or family
be temporarily moody or unresponsive.
relationships this week, Aquarius. Complex changes or
Sro:rpio (October 24-November 21)
Image: "A small white envelope taped under a desk recent time schedule adjustments may soon cause unnecessary confusion. Loved ones will be unable to resolve
drawer"
group disagreements without your input, Aquarius: be
Message: Finding the plans.
Close friends and potential lovers will now respond supportive. After Wednesday review recently strained
warmly to new proposals, Scorp. Provide obvious invita- workplace relations. New job roles or subtle emotional
tions over the next few days and expect honest, decisive changes between co-workers may soon require attention:
answers. Before next week loved ones will be receptive to gather reliable information before taking action.
Pisces (February 20-Much 20)
your social ideas, group suggestions and romantic style.
Image:
"After the victory, a gladiator faces a cheering
After Friday expect friends or relatives to openly specu- .
crowd"
late about recent romantic triangles or ongoing social mistakes. Remain detached, Scorp: the loyalties of others may Message: Social spectacle.
Rekindled friendships and love affairs will bring positive
now be complicated by outdated social beliefs.
rewards early this week, Pisces. After a brief period of misSagittarius (November 22-December 21)
mutual respect and affection can now
communications,
Image:"At bedtime, a young child clutching a story book"
be
re-established.
Contact
distant friends or lovers, Pisces,
Message: Asking for attention.
and
make
new
social
arrangements:
all is well. After TuesEarly this week, Sage, a loved one may require extra support
encouragement: before Thursday expect family day avoid excess spending; before next week money
conflicts or romantic disagreements to be highly distract- records and paperwork may require special attention. Stay
ing. Remain cautious, Sage: over the next 12 days friends focused on long-term purchases, Pisces: saving and fam.
and lovers will be mildly dramatic and sensitive to new ily goals should now be a top priority.
If your birthday is this week.-older relatives or longsocial or romantic information. After Friday dreams, insights and glimpses into the future will be a strong theme: term family friends may soon request more of your time,
listen carefully to sudden hunches and quick social im- attention and dedication. Over the next 3 months watch
for a steady increase in family discussions, property decipressions.
sions and creative home solutions. Living arrangements
Capricorn (December 22-JanUMy 20)
Image: "On a country pond, a gaggle of quacking ducks" and shared responsibilities will be an ongoing theme before mid-August: find positive ways to bring greater comMessage: Fowl play.
fort
and security to loved ones. Later this year romantic
Social misunderstandings and romantic ethics may soon
relations
will become serious, dedicated and powerfully
become an intense topic of conversation, Cap. For the next
rewarding:
before early November watch for important
3 days loved ones will be introspective, socially withdrawn
romantic
proposals
and shared daily or social commitand doubtful. Respond quickly to all questions or statements, Sage: before Wednesday loved ones will need your ments.
For
private
consultation,
please
visit
guidance and support. After Thursday family invitations
and home proposals will be rewarding: plan for unex- w.vw.mysticstars.net.
© TMS Campus, 2001
pected social gatherings and unique family events.
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Campus Club Wire
~ditor's Note: ~~t ixpontnf n'sen•es lite rig/ti to edtf n/1 submissionsfar content. Due to space mpdrements, please
lrmtf 111rno1111cenrents_to approxmrntely 75 words. All submis.vims must begiven to Paul Lindgren in the UC, room 104
or en1111/ed to clubw1re@yahoo.com 110 later titan noon 011 Ti1esdn_11s. No submissions left in tlte drop-box will be
prinft'd. Am1om1cemenfs are prefemYI 011 di~k. Am101mce111enls willr graphics will not be nccepled.
Students for the Exploration and Development of Space
5EDS is holding its next general meeting on Wednesday, April 18 at 8:30 p.m. in the Research Institute Room
M-50. We ~ill be di~ussing the ~C-13~ Micro-Gravity project, the AF Air Show, and other summer projects.
For more information contact vta email Ande Boyer, SEDS Pre:.ident, at boyerj@email.uah.edu or visit our
website at http:/ /scds.uah.edu /.
Association for Campus Entertainment
Come pull the strings from behind the curtains in ACE. Applications for ACE directorships may be picked
up at the UC Information De:.k. Deadline for submission is Friday, April 13.
·
Chi Omega
Come be_apart of the second l_argest women's organization. The Sisters of Chi Omega are having an Ice
Cream Social on ~urs?ay, Aprtl !2 at 8:3? p.m. We will be meeting in the UC lobby before heading out for
ce cream. For any girls mteresled m leammg more about Chi Omega, please contact us at 658-1979, or check
our website at www.uah.edu / XO.
College of Uberal Arts
Come fry your skin instead of your brain! Who: Liberal Arts folks - students, faculty, staff - families are
welcome! ~at: Picnic, volleyball loumament (team sign-ups witI, your department), pinatas and kite
contest for children, food, and fun for all. When: Saturday, April 21 - 12:00 noon. Where: Monte Sano State
Park. Bring a dessert or side dish to share!

Frosh Mosh Committee
FROSH MOSH '01 Committee Meetings every Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Mom's Cafe inthe UC. Get involved
on campus and b~ing y~ur creative ide?s _with you. Even ifyou are gone over the summer, you can still help
thlS Spnng and Fall. ThlS tsa great way to get experience with programming.
UAH Marketing Oub

UAH Marketing Club will hold the third annual 5k Scholarship Run on April 14 at 9:00 a.m. Entry fees are
$10 through March 31 and $15 after that date. T-shirts will be awarded to all participants. For more information, contact Dr. Brent Wren@ 824-6817.
Society for Ancient Languages
On Friday, ~-p~il 20, the Society for ~cien~ Languages will host lectures presented by Professor Douglas
Parker, a v1S1tmg scholar from the University of Texas. The lectures pertain to comedy in ancient Roman
dr~a and are as foll?ws: Friday, ~ pril _20 al 11:3? AM in UC !26- "Translating Plauline Comedy for
Production: Barbara Verttens Barbarae Fnday, Apnl 20 at 7 PM m UC 126- "God on a Comic Stage: Iovem
Facere Hislrioniam" Both lectures are free and open to tl,e public.
1
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Classifie s
HELPWANTED

FOR SALE

Part-time freedom. You
determine your own
hours, your own pace, and
your own compensation.
Great way to work around
your current schedule,
earn extra money and try
new financial services career. For more information, call 256-518-8198 and
leave message.

Two 12 inch Fosgate
speakers for sale. Includes
box, 350-watt amp, and
wiring. Good condition.
$300 OBO. Call 824-6090
(Day) or 776-3602 (Night),
ask for Jennifer.

Wanted: Mature, responsible (preferably graduate
student) as house-sitter/
dog-walker soon after
term ends and in summer.
No drugs, no alcohol, no
tobacco, ·no parties. Easy
work even if you have another job. Call 882-9662
after 5 p .m.

FSBO, 3BR, 1-3/ 4 BA, 1
car garage, private backyard, landscaping, cul-desac in quiet established
neighborhood, convenient
location, 3305 Oster Circle,
$82,900, 536-7503
MB Motoring MB6 4-lug
16 x T Honda Offset
Wheels w / Yokohama
A520's205/ 40V/ 16 Excellent Condition $850 o.b.o
880-7319.

1993 FORD TAURUS:
Great gas milage. VB, automatic, new tires, ABS,
ps, pl, ps, pw, AM/ FM
cass. $3300 OBO. 864-8538
1997 MAZDA PROTEGE:
5-speed. ABS, pl, pw, AM/
FM cass, new tires. Great
gas milage. Great condition. $6800 OBO. 864-8538

ROOMMATES
Two female roommates
needed to share a 3BR /
2BA apartment at Ashford
Terrace off Wynn drive.
Needed only for the summer; $185/ month, plus
utilities. Call 824-4190 for
more details (leave
voicemail) and be prepared to answer questions
about yourself.

LOST&FOUND
Reward! For finding black

Banana Rep ublic Sadd le
Bag with a hole inside.
Please call 325-9898 with
information. Owner desperately would like it returned.

,MISCELLANEOUS
The College of Nursing's
junior class will be collecting new and washed used
teddy bears. Boxes will be
in the Common's Area on
the 2nd floor the Nursing Building from April 2
to April 20. These teddy
bears will be donated to
the HuntsvilJe and Madi

of

•Get along little doggie.•

Crossword 101
"In The News"

By Ed Canty

Advertisement information can be obtained
by contacting Terra Tusler, Advertising
Manager at ~4t 1:£xpontnf by phone, fax or
come by the office in the University Center,
room 104.

Acom
1 R.cvotvc.T inventer
.S Tubs
9Droop

13 ()ft:.Broadway award
14 Bibli<:al mount
1.S CcJcbcs buffiuo
16 Kltth Lockhart

Telephone: 824-6090 Fax: 824-6096
Email: terratusler@hotmail.com

19 Waga

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREEi

20Collcge Student's need
21 Recolds a transaction
22 Stench
23 DeJj offerings
24 Bill collector?
27 Musical group
28 16 oz.
31 ""Goodbye Amigo"
32Avoid
33 Rina

34Ju.r• Helm,
37 Phiah Jingcr•s lit name
38 Cloe« denizen
39 N inny
40 DC VIP
41 Humane ora.
42 Revises
43 Stx>c¼ing material
44 ~boents

4.S Armstrong•• vehicle
48 Blue dye plant
49 Simpson's judge
52 G•orge Pataki

s.s Coward

56 Wear away
57 Farm measure
58 _ __,;Rooney
59 Learned person
60N.B. team

POlfO
1 Tyrus of Cooperstown
2 Double-recd instrument
3 Dean's follower
4 Vietnamese New Year

ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION

S Priest
6Soon

7 Lifcauard fringe benefit
8 Second stringer's pos.
9 Evidence
10 Stake
11 French or Dutch follower
12 Hearing aids
14 Nozzle
17 First in time
18 Golden rule word
22 Branch of knowledge
23 Tooth follower
24 Whitman. & others
25 Worship
26 Tablecloths, e .g.
27 Greek letter
28 Caesar's tongue
29 Lineage
30 Classes
32 Duster
33 Hell
35 .Bcgs

41 My Fodder's house
42 Exwent
43 Cunningly
44 Positive pole
45 Tolstoy's Karenina
46 Menial worker
4 7 Still unpaid
48 Highly excited
49 South American In,djan
SO Wrongful act
S l Valuable minerals
53 Malaysian Isthmus
S-4 Snoop Dogg's forte

Quotable Quote
" In old days tMn had
th• rack. Now they have
th• press. "
• Oscar Wild•

36 Jade's trait

BJ' GFll Al,ociat.s • E-Mail kedcsotyO,ahoo.com • PO Sm 4'1 Scbmedad1, NY 121309
'fM _ _ , .far tlll Cl'DU'IIHJrtipllZZU """""pri11td ii, 1IIX/ w,dr, 111111.

Classified ads in fflqt '![xpontttf are free for
all UAH students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact fflqt 1.[xponmt, attention Jennlier
Sharp, Layout Editor at 824-6090 for more
information or bring your ad by our office
in room 104 of the University Center. You
can also contact fflqe 1[xponent office by fax
at 824-6096, or by email at
sharpjl@email.uah.edu.
(Dtwi/111efor 111/d11ss!fihis to 1K fumed 111 IS no /11/i'r tl11m 4 p.m. on the
M.:mdAy /Jt'fon- the next Pf1P" IS sclurluleti to 1K pub/JSlti'd Allir"
dass!fihis u,11/ nmfor fuio uwAs unless otfuoru•t<:e specified.)
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